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ABSTRACT
Statistical graphics play an important role in exploratory data analysis, model checking
and diagnostics, but they are not usually associated with statistical inference. Recent develop-
ments allows inference to be applied to statistical graphics. A new method, called the lineup
protocol, enables the data plot to be compared with null plots, in order to obtain estimates of
statistical significance of structure. With the lineup protocol observed patterns visible in the
data can be formally tested. The research conducted and described in this thesis validates the
lineup protocol, examines the effects of human factors in the application of the protocol, and
explains how to implement the protocol. It bridges the long existing gulf between exploratory
and inferential statistics. In the validation work, additional refinement of the lineup protocol
was made: methods for obtaining the power of visual tests, and p-values for particular tests are
provided. A head-to-head comparison of visual inference against the best available conventional
test is run for regression slope inference, using simulation experiments with human subjects.
Results indicate that the visual test power is higher than the conventional test when the effect
size is large, and even for smaller effect sizes, there may be some super-visual individuals who
yield better performance than a conventional test. The factors that may influence the individ-
ual abilities are examined, and results suggest that demographic and geographic factors have
statistically significant but practically insignificant impact. This work provides instructions on
how to design human subject experiments to use Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to implement the
lineup protocol.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Visualization of data is an important part of statistical data analysis. It is used for discov-
ering structure in data, initial data analysis and model checking. It is not usually associated
with statistical inference. Recent developments in statistical graphics allows it to be used as a
tool for statistical inference. With the introduction of lineup protocol the hypothesized pattern
in the data can be formally tested using statistical graphics. This thesis work focuses on vali-
dating the lineup protocol and further developing visual statistical inference technique defining
necessary terminologies. It bridges the long existing gulf between exploratory and inferential
statistics.
The dissertation is organized as three independent papers. The first paper in Chapter 2
defines necessary terms to develop visual statistical inference techniques, presents the methods
to obtain the power of visual test and compares the power with that of conventional test. The
second paper in Chapter 3 presents the human factors that may affect the performance of the
lineup protocol and examines their influence on the human observer who evaluates the lineup.
The final paper in Chapter 4 describes how to design human subject experiments and develops
a web application to get the lineups evaluated by online observers recruited through Amazon
Mechanical Turk web site.
1.1 Overview
The concept of lineup protocol is brought from the police lineup where the suspect is aligned
together with some innocent people. The null hypothesis is that the suspect is not guilty until
proven. If the witness can identify the suspect from the lineup the null hypothesis is rejected.
Buja et al. (2009) proposed the similar idea of police lineup in testing the discoveries made from
2the exploratory data analysis. A plot of the observed data or the suspect is placed in a layout
of plots called lineup where the rest of the plots in the lineup, called null plots, are generated
from the model specified by the null hypothesis. An observer is asked to evaluate a lineup to
see if he or she can correctly pick the observed plot and based on that the null hypothesis is
rejected. Whether this method works or to what extent it works are some of the issues needed
to be addressed. Moreover, human factors such as individual skills or demographic factors need
to be examined if they have any influence on the performance.
1.1.1 Validation of Lineup
Unlike conventional inference, the lineup protocol uses statistical graphics as test statistics.
This conceptual difference leads to defining all the inferential terminologies in a way that allows
a non-real test statistic to work. Multiple observers are allowed to evaluate a lineup which gives
a certain level of control over Type-I error. To make a decision p-values need to be computed
from multiple responses.
To assess how this method performs, the power of the visual test needs to be obtained.
To compare power of the visual test it is important to set up a visual test so that a head to
head comparison with conventional test can be performed. For this human subject experi-
ment is required. Chapter 2 addressees all these issues in an attempt to validate the lineup
protocol. Multiple simulation experiments were done to present the comparisons of power in
various scenarios. The paper is accepted by Journal of the American Statistical Association for
publication.
1.1.2 Human Factors
Human observers have the same role in visual statistical inference as the witness who is
asked to pick the suspect from the lineup. It is expected that the human performance would
vary depending on the factors such as skill levels, age, gender, education level or geographical
location. The individual subject specific power should reflect the possible diversities of human
backgrounds.
Other factors such as learning from previous evaluation may have an effect on observer’s
3choice on the other lineups when an observer evaluates multiple lineups. It could be possible
that this learning trend is much different for some people with different demographics. The
placement of the data plot in the lineup may have some effect as well since each people may
have different way of looking at the lineup while evaluating them. Chapter 3 describes these
in details and examines their influence using experimental design. The paper is intended to be
submitted to Sociological Methodology.
1.1.3 Turk Experiment
One of the challenging part of this research was to get human observers for various experi-
ments done to validate the lineup protocol. We needed observers from a diverse demographics
and geographic locations to study the influence of human factors on the power of visual infer-
ence. It appears that the most convenient way of doing this is to recruit people from Amazon
(2010) Mechanical Turk (MTurk) web site. It is a online workplace where people come to
perform simple task and get paid. It is cheap reliable and the results can be obtained very fast.
But the tasks that can be designed through MTurk are just too simple to have many control
which may be necessary for the human subject experiments on lineups.
Chapter 4 provides a solution to this problem by presenting an alternative way of getting
results from MTurk workers. The detailed procedures for designing a human subject experiment
are presented, design of an web application is provided for the researchers who may need to
recruit people from MTurk to get the lineups evaluated. The web application is now hosted on
Iowa State University domain (Majumder, 2013) and multiple experiments were done through
this web application. The paper is intended to be submitted to Journal of Statistical Software.
1.2 Scope
This thesis forms the building blocks for the new direction of statistical research. It opens
up new platform for statistical inference, provides promises to the real problem where no con-
ventional inferential procedure exists. Especially with recent big data problem, visual inference
could be very useful because of its non-parametric nature and few assumptions.
4Several other followup research works have stemmed from this research. Zhao et al. (2012)
conducted an experiment using an eye-tracker to examine which patterns or features partici-
pants are cueing on in making their choices while evaluating a lineup. This gives important
hints about the effective visual test statistics.
Visual inference is used to study biological applications with high dimension but small sam-
ple size data. From simulated data its effectiveness is observed in identifying real separation
of data when it exists (Roy Chowdhury et al., 2011). In another published study the power
of visual test is used in choosing the best type of plot to convey information for specific ap-
plications (Hofmann et al., 2012). Yin et al. (2013) also used visual statistical inference for
high-throughput biological data analysis.
A lineup is difficult when it is hard to detect the actual plot and it happens if some of
the null plots are very similar to actual data plot. Some distance measures are examined to
quantify this similarity of the plots in Roy Chowdhury et al. (2012). For different plot types,
the distances can be very different making visual test based on some plot types more powerful
than that based on others.
This dissertation work provided a firm background in all these followup studies. Some of
them used the web application presented in Chapter 4 to recruit human subjects from Amazon
Mechanical Turk to get lineups evaluated. I am an author in the papers described above.
5CHAPTER 2. VALIDATION OF VISUAL STATISTICAL INFERENCE,
APPLIED TO LINEAR MODELS
A paper accepted by Journal of the American Statistical Association
Mahbubul Majumder, Heike Hofmann, Dianne Cook
Abstract
Statistical graphics play a crucial role in exploratory data analysis, model checking and di-
agnosis. The lineup protocol enables statistical significance testing of visual findings, bridging
the gulf between exploratory and inferential statistics. In this paper inferential methods for
statistical graphics are developed further by refining the terminology of visual inference, and
framing the lineup protocol in a context that allows direct comparison with conventional tests
in scenarios when a conventional test exists. This framework is used to compare the perfor-
mance of the lineup protocol against conventional statistical testing in the scenario of fitting
linear models. A human subjects experiment is conducted using simulated data to provide
controlled conditions. Results suggest that the lineup protocol performs comparably with the
conventional tests, and expectedly out-performs them when data is contaminated, a scenario
where assumptions required for performing a conventional test are violated. Surprisingly, vi-
sual tests have higher power than the conventional tests when the effect size is large. And,
interestingly, there may be some super-visual individuals who yield better performance and
power than the conventional test even in the most difficult tasks.
Keywords: statistical graphics, lineup, non-parametric test, data mining, visualization, ex-
ploratory data analysis, practical significance, effect size
62.1 Introduction
Statistical graphics nourish the discovery process in data analysis by revealing unexpected
things, finding structure that was not previously anticipated, or orthogonally by contrasting
prevailing hypotheses. The area of graphics is often associated with exploratory data analysis,
which was pioneered by Tukey (1977) and is particularly pertinent in today’s data-rich world
where discovery during data mining has become an important activity. Graphics are also used
in many places where numerical summaries simply do not suffice: model checking, diagnosis,
and in the communication of findings.
Several new developments in graphics research have been achieved in recent years. Early
studies on evaluating how well statistical plots are perceived and read by the human eye (Cleve-
land and McGill, 1984), have been repeated and expanded (Simkin and Hastie, 1987; Spence
and Lewandowsky, 1991; Heer and Bostock, 2010) with findings supporting the original results.
The research by Heer and Bostock (2010) used subjects recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk (Amazon, 2010) for their studies. This body of work provides a contemporary framework
for evaluating new statistical graphics. In a complementary direction, new research on for-
malizing statistical graphics with language characteristics makes it easier to abstractly define,
compare and contrast data plots. Wilkinson (1999) developed a grammar of graphics that
is enhanced by Wickham (2009). These methods provide a mechanism to abstract the way
data is mapped to graphical form. Finally, technology advances make it simple and easy for
everyone to draw plots of data, and particularly the existence of software systems, such as R
(R Development Core Team, 2012), enable making beautiful data graphics that can be tightly
coupled with statistical modeling.
However, measuring the strength of patterns seen in plots, and differences in individual
perceptual ability, is something that is difficult and perhaps handicaps graphics use among
statisticians, where measuring probabilities is of primary importance. This has also been ad-
dressed in recent research. Buja et al. (2009) proposes a protocol that allows the testing of
discoveries made from statistical graphics. This work represents a major advance for graphics,
because it bridges the gulf between conventional statistical inference procedures and exploratory
7data analysis. One of the protocols, the lineup, places the actual data plot among a page of
plots of null data, and asks a human judge to pick the plot that is different. Figure 2.1 shows an
example lineup. Which plot do you think is the most different from the others? (The position
of the actual data plot is provided in Section 2.5.1.) Wrapped in a process that mirrors conven-
tional inference, where there is an explicit, a priori, null hypothesis, picking the plot of the data
from the null plots represents a rejection of that null hypothesis. The null hypothesis typically
derives from the task at hand, or the type of plot being made. The alternative encompasses
all possible antitheses, all types of patterns that might be detected in the actual data plot,
accounting for all possible deviations from the null without the requirement to specify these
ahead of time. The probability of rejection can be quantified, along with Type I, and Type II
error, and p-value and power can be defined and estimated.
The protocol has only been informally tested until now. In the work described in this paper,
the lineup protocol is compared head to head with the equivalent conventional test. Specifically,
the lineup is examined in the context of a linear model setting, where we are determining the
importance of including a variable in the model. This is not the envisioned environment for
the use of the lineup – actually it is likely the worst case scenario for visual inference. The
intended use of lineups is where there is no existing test, and unlikely ever to be any numerical
test. The thought is though, that the conventional setting provides a benchmark for how well
the lineup protocol works under controlled conditions, and will provide some assurance that
they will work in scenarios where there is no benchmark. Testing is done based on a human-
subjects experiment using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (Amazon, 2010), using simulation to
provide controlled conditions for assessing lineups. The results are compared with those of the
conventional test.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 defines terms as used in visual inference,
and describes how to estimate the important quantities from experimental data. The effect of
the lineup size and number of observers on the power of the test is discussed in Section 2.3.
Section 2.4 focuses on the application of visual inference to linear models. Section 2.5 describes
three user studies based on simulation experiments conducted to compare the power of the
lineup protocol with the equivalent conventional test and Section 2.6 presents an analysis of
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Figure 2.1 Lineup plot (m = 20) using side-by-side boxplots for testing H0 : βk = 0. One
of these plots is the plot of the actual data, and the remaining are null plots,
produced by simulating data from a null model that assumes H0 is true. Which
plot is the most different from the others, in the sense that there is the largest
shift or location difference between the boxplots? (The position of the actual data
plot is provided in Section 2.5.1.)
9the resulting data.
2.2 Definitions and Explanations for Visual Statistical Inference
An illustration of the lineup protocol in relation to conventional hypothesis testing is pre-
sented in Table 2.1. Both methods start from the same place, the same set of hypotheses.
The conventional test statistic is the t-statistic, where the parameter estimate is divided by its
standard error. In the lineup protocol, the test statistic is a plot of the data. Here, side-by-side
boxplots are used, because the variable of interest is categorical and takes just two values. In
conventional hypothesis testing the value of the test statistic is compared with all possible val-
ues of the sampling distribution, the distribution of the statistic if the null hypothesis is true.
If it is extreme on this scale then the null hypothesis is rejected. In contrast in visual inference,
the plot of the data is compared with a set of plots of samples drawn from the null distribution.
If the actual data plot is selected as the most different, then this results in rejection of the null
hypothesis.
Table 2.1 Comparison of visual inference with conventional inference.
Conventional Inference Lineup Protocol
Hypothesis H0 : β = 0 vs H1 : β > 0 H0 : β = 0 vs H1 : β > 0
Test statistic T (y) = βˆ
se(βˆ)
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Reject H0 if actual T is extreme actual plot is identifiable
In general, we define θ to be a population parameter of interest, with θ ∈ Θ, the parameter
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space. Any null hypothesis H0 then partitions the parameter space into Θ0 and Θ
c
0, with
H0 : θ ∈ Θ0 versus H1 : θ ∈ Θc0. A test statistic, T (y), is a function that maps the sample
into a numerical summary, that can be used to test the null hypothesis. The hypothesis test
maps the test statistic into {0, 1}, based on whether T (y) falls into the acceptance region, or
the rejection region, respectively. T (y) is assessed relative to null values of this statistic T (y0),
the possible values of T if θ ∈ Θ.
For visual inference, unlike in the conventional hypothesis test, the statistic is not a single
value, but a graphical representation of the data chosen to display the strength of the parameter
of interest, θ. When the alternative hypothesis is true, it is expected that the plot of the actual
data, the test statistic, will have visible feature(s) consistent with θ ∈ Θc0, and that visual
artifacts will not distinguish the test statistic as different when H1 is not true. We will call a
plot with this property a visual statistic for θ. More formally,
Definition 2.2.1. A visual test statistic, T (.), is a function of a sample that produces a
plot. T (y) maps the actual data to the plot, and we call this the (actual) data plot, and T (y0)
maps a sample drawn from the null distribution into the same plot form. These type of plots
are called null plots.
Ideally, the visual test statistic is defined and constructed using the grammar of graphics
(Wilkinson, 1999; Wickham, 2009), consisting of type and specification of aesthetics, necessary
for complete reproducibility. The visual test statistic is compared with values T (y0) using a
lineup, which is defined as:
Definition 2.2.2. A lineup is a layout of m randomly placed visual statistics, consisting of
• m− 1 statistics, T (y0), simulated from the model specified by H0 (null plots) and
• the test statistic, T (y), produced by plotting the actual data, possibly arising from H1.
The (m− 1) null plots are members of the sampling distribution of the test statistic assuming
that the null hypothesis is true. If H1 is true, we expect this to be reflected as a feature in
the test statistic, i.e. the plot of the data, that makes it visually distinguishable from the null
plots. A careful visual inspection of the lineup by independent observers follows; observers are
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asked to point out the plot most different from the lineup. If the test statistic is identified
in the lineup, this is considered as evidence against the null hypothesis. This leads us to a
definition for the p-value of a lineup: under the null hypothesis, each observer has a 1/m
chance of picking the test statistic from the lineup. For K independent observers, let X be
the number of observers picking the test statistic from the lineup. Under the null hypothesis
X ∼ BinomK,1/m, therefore:
Definition 2.2.3. The p-value of a lineup of size m evaluated by K observers is given as
P (X ≥ x) = 1− BinomK,1/m(x− 1) =
K∑
i=x
(
K
i
)(
1
m
)i(m− 1
m
)K−i
with X defined as above, and x is the number of observers selecting the actual data plot.
Note that for x = 0 the p-value becomes, mathematically, equal to 1. It might make more
sense from a practical point of view to think of the p-value as being larger than P (X ≥ 1) in
this situation. By increasing either m or K, the value at a higher precision can be determined.
Table 2.2 shows p-values for different numbers of observers for lineups of size m = 20.
Table 2.2 Possible p-values for different numbers of observers, K, for fixed size m = 20 lineups.
K x p-value K x p-value K x p-value K x p-value K x p-value
1 1 0.0500 2 1 0.0975 3 1 0.1426 4 1 0.1855 5 1 0.2262
2 2 0.0025 3 2 0.0073 4 2 0.0140 5 2 0.0226
3 3 0.0001 4 3 0.0005 5 3 0.0012
4 4 < 0.0001 5 4 < 0.0001
Definition 2.2.4. The visual test, Vθ of size m and significance level α, is defined to
• Reject H0 if out of K observers at least xα correctly identify the actual data plot, and
• Fail to reject H0 otherwise.
where xα is such that P (X ≥ xα|H0) ≤ α.
Associated with any test there is the risk of Type I or II errors, which for visual inference are
defined as follows:
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Definition 2.2.5. The Type I error associated with visual test Vθ is the probability of rejecting
H0 when it is true; the probability for that is P (X ≥ xα), which is controlled by α. The Type
II error is the probability of failing to identify the actual data plot, when H0 is not true,
P (X < xα).
Because X takes only discrete values we can not always control exactly for α. For example,
when there is only one observer, 1/m is the minimal value at which we can set α. It can be
set to be smaller, even arbitrarily small, by increasing K, the number of observers. Type II
error is harder to calculate, as is usually the case. In visual inference, individual abilities need
to be incorporated to calculate Type II error. Here, we need to estimate the probability that
an observer sees the actual data plot as different, when it really is different. This involves
understanding the individual’s visual skills. Thus, let Xi be a binary random variable with
Xi = 1, if individual i (= 1, . . . ,K) identifies the actual data plot from the lineup, and Xi = 0
otherwise. Let pi be the probability that individual i picks out the actual data plot. If all
individuals have the same ability, with the probability, p, for picking out the actual data plot,
then X =
∑
iXi has distribution BinomK,p, and we can estimate p by pˆ = x/K, where x is the
number of observers (out of K), who pick out the actual data plot.
If there is evidence for individual skills influencing the probability pi, then Xi ∼ Binom1,pi
and X is a sum of independent Bernoulli random variables with different success rates pi. This
makes the distribution of X a Poisson-Binomial by definition (see Butler and Stephens (1993)
for details). Ways to estimate pi will be discussed in the following sections.
Definition 2.2.6. The power of a visual test, Vθ, is defined as the probability to reject the
null hypothesis for a given parameter value θ:
PowerV (θ) = Pr(Reject H0 | θ)
An important difference between conventional and visual testing is that lineups will depend on
observers’ evaluation. Thus X, the number of observers who identify the actual data plot from
the lineup, affects the estimation of power and the power is estimated by
P̂ owerV (θ) = PowerV,K(θ) = 1− FX,θ(xα − 1).
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Here FX,θ is the distribution of X and xα is such that P (X ≥ xα) ≤ α. Note that the distri-
bution FX depends on which hypothesis is true: under the null hypothesis, X ∼ BinomK,1/m,
leading to:
PowerV (θ,K) = 1−BinomK,1/m(xα − 1).
If the alternative hypothesis is true, with a fixed parameter value θ, we can assume that
an individual’s probability to identify the data plot depends on the parameter value, and
Xi ∼ Binom1,pi(θ). Assessing an individual’s skill to identify the actual data plot will require
that an individual evaluates multiple lineups.
Power is an important consideration in deciding which test to use for solving a problem.
Here we use it to compare the performance of the visual test with the conventional test, but
in practice for visual inference it will mostly be important in choosing plots to use. Analysts
typically have a choice of plots to make, and a myriad of possible options such as reference
grids, for any particular purpose. This is akin to different choices of statistics in conventional
hypothesis testing, for example, mean, median, or trimmed mean. One is typically better than
another. For two different visual test statistics of the same actual data, one is considered to
be better, if T (y) is more easily distinguishable to the observer. Power is typically used to
measure this characteristic of a test.
2.3 Effect of Observer Skills and Lineup Size
2.3.1 Subject-specific abilities
Suppose each of K independent observers gives evaluations on multiple lineups, and re-
sponses are considered to be binary random variable, X`i ∼ Binom1,p`i , where X`i = 1, if
subject i correctly identifies the actual data plot on lineup `, 1 ≤ ` ≤ L, and 0 otherwise. A
mixed effects logistic regression model is used for P (X`i = 1) = p`i = E(X`i), accommodating
both for different abilities of observers as well as differences in the difficulty of lineups.
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The model can be fit as:
g(p`i) = W`iδ + Z`iτ`i, (2.1)
where g(.) denotes the logit link function g(pi) = log(pi)− log(1− pi); 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1. W is a design
matrix of covariates corresponding to specifics of lineup ` and subject i, and δ is the vector of
corresponding parameters. Covariates could include demographic information of individuals,
such as age, gender, education level etc., as well lineup-specific elements, e.g. effect size or
difficulty level. Z`i, 1 ≤ i ≤ K, 1 ≤ ` ≤ L, is a design matrix corresponding to random effects
specific to individual i and lineup `; and τ is a vector of independent normally distributed
random variables τ`i with variance matrix στIKL×KL. τ will usually include a component
incorporating an individual’s ability or skill to evaluate lineups. Note that τ`i usually only
includes a partial interaction; for a full interaction of subjects’ skills and lineup-specific difficulty
we would need replicates of the same subject evaluating the same lineup, which in practice is
not feasible without losing independence.
The inverse logit link function, g−1(.), from Equation 2.1 leads to the estimate of the subject
and the lineup specific probability of successful evaluation by a single observer as
pˆ`i = g
−1(W`iδˆ + Z`iτˆ`i). (2.2)
2.3.2 Lineup size, m
The finite number m − 1 of representatives of the null distribution used as comparison
against the test statistic, is a major difference between visual inference and the conventional
testing. The choice of m has an obvious impact on the test.
The following properties can only be derived for the situation of a fully parameterized
simulation study, as conducted in this paper. They allow for a direct comparison of lineup
tests against the conventional counterparts, and also to identify properties relevant for a quality
assessment of lineups when they are used in practical settings. Two assumptions are critical:
1. the plot setup is structured in a way that makes it possible for an observer to identify a
deviation from the null hypothesis,
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2. an observer is able to identify the plot with the strongest ‘signal’ (or deviation from H0)
from a lineup.
Evidence in support of the second assumption will be seen in the data from the study discussed
in Section 2.5, the degree to which the first assumption is fulfilled is reflected by the power of
a lineup. The better suited a design is for a particular task, the higher its power will be.
In order to compare the power of conventional and visual tests side-by-side, it is necessary
to assume that we are in the controlled environment of a simulation with tests corresponding
to a known parameter value θ ∈ R and associated distribution function Ft of the test statistic.
Lemma 2.3.1. Suppose F|t|(.) is the distribution function of an absolute value of t, the con-
ventional test statistic. Suppose the associated test statistic is observed as tobs with p-value
pD.
The probability of picking the data plot from a lineup depends on the size m of the lineup
and the strength of the signal in the data plot. Under the above assumptions, the probability is
expressed as:
P (pD < p0) = E
[
(1− pD)m−1
]
where pD is the p-value associated with the data in the test statistic, and p0 is the minimum of
all p-values in the data going into null plots.
Proof. The proof and the details of the lemma are attached in the supplementary documents.
The above lemma allows two immediate conclusions for the use of lineups. The probability
that the observer correctly identifies the data plot is closely connected to the size of the lineup
m, since the right hand side of the above equation decreases for larger m, the probability of
correctly identifying the actual data plot decreases with m. Further we see, that the rate of
this decrease depends strongly on the distribution of pD – if the density of pD is very right
skewed, the expectation term on right hand side will be large and less affected by an increase
in m. This can also be seen in Figure 2.2, which illustrates lemma 2.3.1. Figure 2.2 shows the
probability of picking the actual data plot for lineups of different size: as m increases we have
16
an increased probability to observe a more highly structured null plot by chance. It can also
be seen that for a p-value, pD, of about 0.15 for the data plot, the signal in the plot is so weak,
that it cannot be distinguished from null plots in a lineup of size m = 20.
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Figure 2.2 Probability that the data plot has the smallest probability in a lineup of size m.
With increasing p-value the probability drops – when it reaches 1/m a horizontal
line is drawn to emphasize insufficient sensitivity of the test due to the lineup size.
2.4 Application to Linear Models
To make these concepts more concrete consider how this would operate in the linear models
setting. Consider a linear regression model
Yi = β0 + β1Xi1 + β1Xi2 + β3Xi1Xi2 + ...+ i (2.3)
where i
iid∼ N(0, σ2), i = 1, 2, .., n. The covariates (Xj , j = 1, .., p) can be continuous or
discrete.
In this setting, there are many established graphics that are used to evaluate and diagnose
the fit of a regression model (e.g. Cook and Weisberg 1999). Table 2.3 lists several common
hypotheses related to the regression setting, and commonly used statistical plots that might
be used as corresponding visual test statistics. For example, to examine the effect of variable
Xj on Y , we would plot residuals obtained from fitting the model without Xj against Xj or
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for a single covariate we may plot Y against Xj (cases 1-4 in Table 2.3). To assess whether the
assumption of linearity is appropriate we would draw a plot of residuals against fitted values
(case 5 in Table 2.3). For the purpose of comparing visual against conventional inference, we
focus on cases 2 and 3, with a continuous and categorical explanatory variable, respectively.
Suppose Xk is a categorical variable with two levels, and we test the hypothesis H0 : βk = 0
vs H1 : βk 6= 0. If the responses for the two levels of the categorical variable Xk in the model are
different, the residuals from fitting the null model should show a significant difference between
the two groups. For a visual test, we draw boxplots of the residuals conditioned on the two
levels of Xk. If βk 6= 0 the boxplots should show a vertical displacement.
The conventional test in this scenario uses T = βˆk/se(βˆk) and rejects the null hypothesis,
if T is extreme on the scale of a t distribution with n − p degrees of freedom. It forms the
benchmark upon which we evaluate the visual test. To calculate what we might expect for the
power of the visual test, under perfect conditions, first assume that the observer is able to pick
the plot with the smallest p-value from a lineup plot. This leads to the decision to reject H0
when pD < p0, where pD is the conventional p-value as details given in Lemma 2.3.1. Thus the
expected probability to reject by a single observer (K = 1) in this scenario is
p(β) = Pr(pD < p0) for β 6= 0 (2.4)
Figure 2.3 shows the power of the conventional test in comparison to the expected power of
the visual test for different K (number of observers), obtained using p(β) from Equation 2.4.
Notice that the expected power of the visual test exceeds the power of the conventional test as
K increases, and when β gets larger. Conversely, visual power is below conventional power for
parameter values close to the null hypothesis. This is even more pronounced for large number of
observers. At the same time, the point of intersection between visual and conventional power
approaches the value of the null hypothesis as the number of observers approaches infinity,
leading to an asymptotically perfect power curve of zero in the null hypothesis and one for any
alternative value. We observe this dichotomy of visual power in power estimates based on the
data collected from user experiments, too. It features prominently in figure 2.6.
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Table 2.3 Visual test statistics for testing hypotheses related to the model
Yi = β0 + β1Xi1 + β1Xi2 + β3Xi1Xi2 + ...+ i
Case Null Hypothesis Statistic Test Statistic Description
1 H0 : β0 = 0 Scatter plot
−5
0
5
10
15
20
−2 −1 0 1 2 3
Xk
Y
Scatter plot with least square line
overlaid. For null plots we simu-
late data from fitted null model.
2 H0 : βk = 0
Residual
plot −10
−5
0
5
10
−2 −1 0 1 2 3
Xk
R
es
id
ua
l Residual vs Xk plots. For null
plots we simulate data from nor-
mal with mean 0 variance σˆ2.
3
H0 : βk = 0 (for
binary Xk)
Box plot
−40
−20
0
20
40
l
l
A B
Xk
R
es
id
ua
l Xk
A
B
Box plot of residuals grouped by
category of Xk. For null plots we
simulate data from normal with
mean 0 variance σˆ2.
4
H0 : βk = 0 (in-
teraction of con-
tinuous and bi-
nary Xk)
Scatter plot 5
10
15
10 15 20 25 30
X
Y
Xk
A
B
Scatter plot with least square
lines of each category overlaid.
For null plots we simulate data
from fitted null model.
5 H0 : X Linear
Residual
Plot −5
0
5
10
−4 −2 0 2 4 6
X
R
es
id
ua
l
Residual vs predictor plots with
loess smoother overlaid. For null
plots we simulate residual data
from normal with mean 0 vari-
ance σˆ2.
6 H0 : σ
2 = σ20 Box plot
−2
−1
0
1
2
3 l
l
0
R
es
id
ua
l
Box plot of standardized residual
divided by σ20. For null plots we
simulate data from standard nor-
mal.
7 H0 : ρX,Y |Z = ρ Scatter Plot
−5
0
5
10
15
20
−2 −1 0 1 2 3
Xk
Y
Scatter plot of residuals ob-
tained by fitting partial regres-
sion. For null plots we simu-
late data (mean 0 and variance
1) with specific correlation ρ.
8 H0 : Model Fits Histogram
0
2
4
6
8
10
−10−5 0 5 10 15 20
y
co
u
n
t Histogram of the response data.
For null plots we simulate data
from fitted model.
9
For p = 1 only:
H0 : ρX,Y = ρ
Scatter plot
−5
0
5
10
15
20
−2 −1 0 1 2 3
Xk
Y
Scatter plot with least square line
overlaid. For null plots we simu-
late data with correlation ρ.
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Figure 2.3 Comparison of the expected power of a visual test of size m = 20 for different K
(number of observers) with the power of the conventional test, for n = 100 and
σ = 12.
2.5 Human Subjects Experiments with Simulated Data
Three experiments were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the lineup protocol rel-
ative to the equivalent test statistic used in the regression setting. The first two experiments
have ideal scenarios for conventional testing, where we would not expect the lineup protocol
to do better than the conventional test. The third experiment is a scenario where assumptions
required for the conventional test are violated, and we would expect the lineup protocol to
outperform the conventional test. (Data and lineups used in the experiments are available in
the supplementary material.)
After many small pilot studies with local personnel, it was clear that some care was needed
to set up the human subjects experiments. It was best for a observer or a subject to see a
block of 10 lineups with varying difficulty, with a reasonable number of “easy” lineups. The
explanations about each experiment (below) includes an explanation of how the lineups were
sampled and provided to the subjects.
Participants for all the experiments were recruited through Amazon’s online web service,
Mechanical Turk (Amazon, 2010). A summary of the data obtained for all three experiments
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are shown in Table A.2. Participants were asked to select the plot they think best matched the
question given, provide a reason for their choice, and say how confident they are in their choice.
Gender, age, education and geographic location of each participant are also collected. For each
of the experiments one of the lineups was used as a test plot (easy plot) which everyone should
get correct, so that a measure of the quality of the subjects effort could be made. Note that
no participant was shown the same lineup twice.
2.5.1 Discrete covariate
The experiment is designed to study the ability of human subjects to detect the effect of
a single categorical variable X2 (corresponding to parameter β2) in a two variable (p = 2)
regression model (Equation 2.3). Data is simulated using a range of values of β2 or slopes as
shown in Table 2.4, two different sample sizes (n = 100, 300) and two standard deviations of
the error (σ = 5, 12). The range of β2 values was chosen so that estimates of the power would
produce reasonably continuous power curves, comparable to that calculated for the theoretical
conventional test. Values were fixed for other regression parameters, β0 = 5, β1 = 15, and the
values for X1 were randomly generated from a Poisson (λ = 30) distribution, which is almost
Gaussian. Three data sets were generated for each of the parameter values shown in Table 2.4
resulting in 60 different “actual data sets”, and thus, 60 different lineups. For each lineup, the
null model was fit to the actual data set to obtain residuals and parameter estimates. The
actual data plot was drawn as side-by-side boxplots of the residuals (Table 2.3, case 3). The
19 null data sets were generated by simulating from N(0, σˆ2), and plotted in the same way.
The actual data plot was randomly placed among these null data plots to produce the lineup.
Figure 2.1 is an example of one of these lineups. It was generated for n=300, β2=10 and σ=12.
The actual data plot location is (42 − 1). For this lineup, 15 out of 16 observers picked the
actual data plot.
The number of evaluations required for each lineup to provide reasonable estimates of the
proportion correct (pˆ) is determined by the variance of the number of correct evaluations.
Suppose γ denotes the conventional test power for each parameter combination shown in Table
2.4. Since the expected power of visual inference is very close to the power of conventional test
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(Figure 2.3 with K = 1) we consider γ = p. For a given proportion γ it is desired to have a
margin of error (ME) less than or equal to 0.05. Thus we have ME = 1.96
√
γ(1− γ)/nγ ≤ 0.05
which gives us the estimation of minimum number of evaluations
nγ ≥ γ(1− γ)
(0.05/1.96)2
.
Each subject viewed at least 10 lineups with the option to evaluate more. Depending on
the parameter combinations we group the lineups in different difficulty levels as easy, medium,
hard and mixed (actual numbers are given in the supplementary material). For each difficulty
level a specific number of lineups was randomly picked for evaluation. This number is chosen
so that total number of evaluations for each lineup for that group exceed the threshold nγ . To
satisfy this plan we needed to recruit at least 300 subjects.
Table 2.4 Combination of parameter values, β2, n and σ, used for the simulation experiments.
Slope (β)
Sample size Error SD Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
(n) (σ) Discrete covariate Continuous covariate Contaminated data
5 0, 1, 3, 5, 8 0.25, 0.75, 1.25, 1.75, 2.75 0.1, 0.4, 0.75, 1.25, 1.5, 2.25
100
12 1, 3, 8, 10, 16 0.5, 1.5, 3.5, 4.5, 6
5 0, 1, 2, 3, 5 0.1, 0.4, 0.7, 1, 1.5
300
12 1, 3, 5, 7, 10 0, 0.8, 1.75, 2.3, 3.5
2.5.2 Continuous covariate
This experiment is very similar to the previous one, except that there is a single continuous
covariate and no second covariate (Equation 2.3 with p = 1), following the test in Table 2.3,
case 2. Data is simulated with two sample sizes (n = 100, 300), two standard deviations of the
error (σ = 5, 12), a variety of slopes (β), as given in Table 2.4. We arbitrarily set β0 = 6 and
values for X1 are simulated from N(0, 1). For each combination of parameters, at least three
different actual data sets are produced, yielding a total of 70 lineups.
The actual data plot is generated by making a scatterplot of Y vs X1 with the least squares
regression line overlaid. To produce the null plots in the lineup null data was simulated from
N(Xβˆ, σˆ2) and plotted using the same scatterplot method as the actual data. To select 10
lineups for a subject, each combination of sample size (n) and error SD (σ) is given a difficulty
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value based on the slope (β) parameters. For the smallest slopes the difficulty is 4 (hardest)
and for the largest slopes the difficulty is 0 (easiest). Figure 2.4 shows an example lineup for
this experiment from difficulty level 4. This lineup is generated using a sample size (n) of 100,
slope (β) of 1.25 and and error SD (σ) of 5. The actual data plot location is (22 + 1). None of
the 65 observers picked the actual plot while 46 observers picked plot 18 which has the lowest
p-value among all the plots in this lineup.
For each combination of sample size and standard deviation, each participant is given five
randomly selected lineups, one of each difficulty level. Another set of four lineups is chosen from
a second tier of selected combinations of sample size and standard deviation, with difficulty
levels 0 to 3. A last lineup was randomly selected from a set of lineups with difficulty level 0.
The order in which the lineups are shown to participants is randomized.
2.5.3 Contaminated data
The first two simulation experiments use data generated under a normal error model, sat-
isfying the conditions for conventional test procedures. In these situations there exists a test,
and there would, in general, be no need to use visual inference. The simulation is conducted in
the hope that the visual test procedure, will at least compare favorably with the conventional
test – without any ambition of performing equally well. This third simulation is closer to the
mark for the purpose of visual inference. The assumptions for the conventional test are violated
by contaminating the data. The contamination makes the estimated slopes effectively 0, yet
the true value of slope parameter is not. The data is generated from the following model:
Yi =
 α+ βXi + i Xi ∼ N(0, 1) i = 1, ..., nλ+ ηi Xi ∼ N(µ, 1/3) i = 1, ..., nc
where i
iid∼ N(0, σ), ηi iid∼ N(0, σ/3) and µ = −1.75. nc is the size of the contaminated data.
For the experiment we consider n = 100 and nc = 15 producing actual data with 115 points.
Further, α = 0, λ = 10, and σ is chosen to be approximately 3.5, so that error standard
deviation across both groups of the data is 5. A linear model (Equation 2.3 with p = 1 and
intercept β0 = 0) is fit to the contaminated data. This experiment follows the test in Table 2.3,
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Figure 2.4 Lineup plot (m = 20) using scatter plots for testing H0 : βk = 0 where covariate Xk
is continuous. One of these plots is the plot of the actual data, and the remaining
are null plots, produced by simulating data from a null model that assumes H0 is
true. Which plot is the most different from the others, in the sense that there is
the steepest slope? (The position of the actual data plot is provided in Section
2.5.2.)
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case 2. The actual data plot shows a scatterplot of the residuals vs X1, and the null plots are
scatterplots of null data generated by plotting simulated residuals from N(0, σˆ2) against X1.
Experiment three consists of a total of 30 lineups, made up of five replicates for each of
the six slopes as shown in Table 2.4. We use the slope directly as a measure of difficulty, with
difficulty = 0 for the largest slope and difficulty = 5 for the smallest slope. Subjects were
exposed to a total of ten lineups, with two lineups from each of the difficulty levels 0 through
3, and one lineup each from levels 4 and 5.
An example lineup for slope β = 0.4 is shown in Figure 2.5. Can you pick which plot is
different? The actual data plot location is (32−23) and 13 out of 31 observers picked the actual
plot.
2.6 Results
2.6.1 Data Cleaning
Amazon Mechanical Turk workers are paid for their efforts, not substantially, but on the
scale of the minimum wage in the USA. Some workers will try to maximize their earnings
for minimum effort, which can affect the results from the data. For example, some workers
may simply randomly pick a plot, without actively examining the plots in the lineup. For
the purpose of identifying these participants and cleaning the data, we use one of the very
easy lineups that everybody was exposed to as a reference lineup and take action based on a
subject’s answer to this reference: if the subject failed to identify the actual data plot on the
reference lineup, we remove all of this subject’s data from the analysis. If the answer on the
reference lineup is correct, we remove the answer for this lineup from the analysis, but keep
all of the remaining answers. Table A.2 tabulates the number of subjects, genders and lineups
evaluated after applying the data screening procedure.
2.6.2 Model fitting
For each parameter combination, effect E is derived as E =
√
n·β/σ. The model in Equation
2.1 is fit using E as the only fixed effect covariate without intercept, i.e. W`i = E`i. Instead of
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Figure 2.5 Lineup plot (m = 20) using scatter plots for testing H0 : βk = 0 where covariate
Xk is continuous but the inclusion of some contamination with the data spoils the
normality assumption of error structure. One of these plots is the plot of the actual
data, and the remaining are null plots, produced by simulating data from a null
model that assumes H0 is true. Which plot is the most different from the others,
in the sense that there is the steepest slope? (The position of the actual data plot
is provided in Section 2.5.3.)
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Table 2.5 Number of subjects, gender, total lineups seen and distinct lineups for all three
experimental data sets. Note that in some of the lineups the number of male and
female participants does not add up to the total number of participants due to
missing demographic information.
Experiment Subject Male Female Responses Lineup
1 239 121 107 2249 60
2 351 185 164 3636 70
3 155 103 52 1511 29
fitting an intercept, we make use of a fixed offset of log(0.05/0.95) so that the estimated power
has a fixed lower limit at 0.05 (Type-I error) when E = 0. Different skill levels of subjects are
accounted for by allowing subject-specific random slopes for effect (E).
For experiment 3 we do fit intercepts: both a fixed and subject-specific random effects,
since forcing power to be fixed at 0.05 for E = 0 is not required by the experimental design.
For computation we use package lme4 (Bates et al., 2011) and software R 2.15.0 (R Devel-
opment Core Team, 2012). p-value calculations are based on asymptotic normality.
Table 2.6 shows the parameter estimates of the mixed effects model of the subject-specific
variation. The fixed effects estimates indicate that for all experiments the proportion of correct
responses increases as the effect increases. This effect is less pronounced for experiment 3. The
subject-specific variability is smaller for experiment 1, and relatively large for experiment 3.
Table 2.6 Parameter estimates of model in Equation 2.1. Estimates are highly significant with
p-value < 0.0001 for all three experiment data.
Fixed effect Random effect
Experiment Estimate Std. error Variance
1 0.39 0.0094 0.0080
2 1.21 0.0197 0.0443
3 0.59 (Intercept) 0.1668 1.9917
0.21 (Slope) 0.0511 0.0245
-0.78 (correlation)
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2.6.3 Power comparison
Figure 2.6 shows an overview of estimated power against effect for the three experiments.
Responses from each experiment are summarized by effect size and represented as dots, with
size indicating the number of responses. A loess fit to the data gives an estimate of the observed
proportion correct pˆ(E) for different effect sizes, with grey bands indicating simultaneous boot-
strap confidence bands (Buja and Rolke, 2011). pˆ(E) is considered to be the power for K = 1
and it is used to obtain power for K = 5. For comparison, the dashed lines show the corre-
sponding power curves of the conventional tests. It is encouraging to see that visual inference
mirrors the power vs effect relationship of conventional testing, in experiments 1 and 2. In
experiment 3 the power of the visual test exceeds that for the conventional test, as expected.
For larger values of K estimated power exceeds the power of conventional test. Note that for
effect E = 0, the power is close to 0.05 (Type-I error) for both experiments 1 and 2, making
the fixed offset a reasonable assumption.
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Figure 2.6 Power in comparison to effect for the three experiments. Points indicate sub-
ject responses, with size indicating count. Responses are 1 and 0 depending on
the success or failure respectively to identify the actual plot in the lineup. The
loess curve (continuous line) estimates the observed proportion correct (power for
K = 1), and surrounding bands show simultaneous bootstrap confidence band.
Observed proportion is used to obtain power for K = 5. Conventional test power
is drawn as a dashed line. For experiment 3, conventional power is based on the
slopes of the non-contaminated part of the data. Power of the conventional test
for contaminated data is shown by cross marks.
Results for experiment 3 are quite different. This is the situation where we expect to see the
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potential of visual inference, and indeed we do: the power of visual inference is always high, and
much higher than the conventional test at small effect sizes. There is no actual conventional
power in this situation, because assumptions are violated. The dashed line shows conventional
power based on uncontaminated data, whereas the cross marks show effective power based on
the coefficient estimated from the contaminated data.
Results of experiment 3 are curious insofar, as power of the visual test is largely independent
of effect size. However, these results are based on correct identification of the actual data plot,
regardless of reason. Although subjects were asked to select the plot that exhibited the highest
association between the two variables, they might have cued in on the cluster of contaminated
data. This will be explored further in Section 2.6.8.
2.6.4 Subject-specific variation
Subject-specific proportion correct pˆi(E) is obtained using Equation 2.2 and it is used to
obtain power for K = 5. Figure 2.7 shows power curves for both the overall experiment
and subject-specific variations. The thick continuous line shows overall estimated power, the
thinner lines correspond to subject-specific power curves. For comparison, the dashed lines
show power curves of the conventional test. Subject-specific power is quite different between
the three experiments. In experiment 2 subjects performed similarly, and substantially better
than the conventional test. In experiment 1 there is more variability between subjects, with
some doing better than the conventional test on large effects. In experiment 3 there is the most
subject-specific variation. Some subjects performed substantially better than the conventional
test, and on average the visual test was better.
2.6.5 Estimating the p-value in the real world
In the real setting, where visual inference is to be useful, there will be no conventional
test p-values. Assessing the strength of perceived structure is a critical component of visual
inference. In experiments 1 and 2, there is a p-value associated with the actual data plot in each
lineup. As the p-value increases the proportion of correct responses falls (Figure 2.8), which
is evidence of direct association between proportion of correct responses and conventional test
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Figure 2.7 Subject-specific power for K = 5 obtained using the subject-specific proportion
correct estimated from model 2.1. The corresponding power curve for conventional
test (dashed line) is shown for comparison. The overall estimated average power
curve is shown (light blue).
p-values. For p-values larger than 0.15 it is very uncommon for subjects to correctly identify
the actual data plot in the lineup.
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Figure 2.8 Proportion of correct responses decreases rapidly with increasing p-values. For
p-values above 0.15 it becomes very unlikely that observers identify the actual
plot. The theoretical justification of this is shown in Figure 2.2.
From the experimental data the visual p-values are estimated based on Definition 2.2.3.
Figure 2.9 displays resulting estimates for each lineup against the conventional p-value. The
pattern of visual p-values is interesting: for small p-values the visual estimates tend to be
very small, while lineups with larger p-values result in very large visual estimate, giving a clear
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indication to reject H0 or not. This is why we do not see lot of visual p-values between 0.05 and
0.8 especially for experiment 2. This guides the researcher to make decision confidently while
conventional tests with marginal p-values make the decision whether to reject or not harder.
For visual tests this is not common.
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Figure 2.9 Conventional test p-value (pD) vs visual p-value obtained from the definition .
Values are shown on square root scale.
For experiment 3, we see that the visual p values are very small no matter what the con-
ventional p-values are. This is expected as the conventional test loses its power to reject H0
even when the alternative is true, whereas the visual test performs well.
2.6.6 Do people tend to pick the lowest p-value?
One assumption made in order to evaluate the effect of lineup size in the calculations of
visual p-value and signal strength was that subjects would tend to pick the plot in the lineup
that had the strongest signal. In experiments 1 and 2, this corresponds to the plot with the
smallest p-value. We examine the data collected from the first two experiments, to see if this
assumption is, indeed, reasonable.
Figure 2.10 gives an overview of all selections in all lineups of experiments 1 and 2. Each
panel of the figure corresponds to a single lineup. Each ‘pin’ – a short line topped by a dot –
corresponds to one plot in the lineup. The x-location of the pin shows the plot’s p-value on a
log scale, its height is given by the number of observer choosing this plot. Columns are ordered
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according to effect size as defined in section 6.2; rows show replicates for the same combination
of parameters.
Red indicates the plot with the lowest p-value in the lineup. Blue indicates the plot of the
actual data when it is different from that with the lowest p-value. In both experiments people
tended to select the plot with the lowest p-value. The results are clearer for experiment 2, that
used a continuous covariate. But even when subjects did not pick the plot with the lowest
p-value they tended to oscillate their choices between the several low p-value plots. So for most
subjects, the assumption that they pick the plot with the smallest p-value would appear to be
reasonable, and the actual power of the visual test should be close to the expected power.
There are some noticeable exceptions to this rule. In experiment 1, when β = 0, n =
100, σ = 5, rep = 1 people overwhelmingly chose a plot with much larger p-value, similarly,
for parameters β = 5, n = 300, σ = 12, rep = 3, people tended to pick the plot with the
second smallest p-value. For several of these exceptions, along with several easy lineups, a
follow up experiment was conducted using an eye-tracker to examine which patterns or features
participants are cueing on in making their choices (Zhao et al., 2012).
2.6.7 How much do null plots affect the choice?
Visual inference falls into the same framework as randomization tests, where the statistics
from the data are compared with those from null data. Unlike randomization tests visual
inference is constrained to make the comparison with just a few draws (m − 1) from the null
distribution. How this small set of null plots influences the subjects’ choice is important for
understanding the reliability of visual inference. If the actual data plot is very different from all
of the null plots, then the null plots should not have much influence on the choice. Measuring
the difference, generally, between plots is almost impossible. However, in this controlled setting
we can use p-values of the test statistic calculated on the data used in each plot as a proxy
for similarity of structure between the plots. If there is a null plot with a small p-value, or
one close to that of the actual data plot, we would expect that subjects have a harder time
detecting the actual data plot.
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Figure 2.10 Relative frequency of plot picks compared to other plots in the lineup plotted
against the p-value (on log10 scale) of each plot for all individual lineups of both
experiment 1 and 2. Red indicates the plot with the lowest p-value, and blue indi-
cates the actual data plot, when it is different from that with the lowest p-value.
Columns are ordered according to effect size, with rows showing replicates of the
same parameter combination on top of each other. Empty cells indicate combi-
nation of parameters that were not tested. Highest counts tend to be the plot in
the lineup having the lowest p-value, more so for experiment 2 than 1.
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2.6.8 Type III error
A little known error amongst statisticians is what was coined as Type III error in Mosteller
(1948). Type III errors are defined as the probability of correctly rejecting the null hypothesis
but for the wrong reason. Experiment 3 is prone to this type of error. Participants were asked
to identify the plot with the largest absolute slope. But the actual data plot featured a cluster
of points, the contamination that made the conventional test fail to see any trend. For the
human eye this cluster of points is as visible as the association between the remaining points,
enabling the observer to identify the actual data plot by looking for the cluster instead of the
slope. This would be considered a Type III error because it leads to a correct rejection of the
null hypothesis, but is not related to the value of the slope parameter.
For visual inference, making a Type III, is not actually a problem. It is only a possibility
in this experiment because we are working with known structure. In the real setting, we are
excited to see observers detecting the actual data plot, and curious about how they detect it,
with all possible reasons encapsulated in the alternative hypothesis. However, this highlights
the importance of getting qualitative reasoning from observers for their choices.
2.7 Conclusions
This paper has demonstrated that statistical graphics can be used in statistical inference and
validates the lineup protocol proposed by Buja et al. (2009). Specific terminology was defined,
and methods for obtaining the p-value and estimating the power of visual tests were introduced.
In order to calculate the theoretical power, it was assumed that observers will select the plot
having the strongest signal in the lineup, and the experimental data suggests that for most
observers this assumption holds. Results from visual inference in the controlled setting of the
simulation study are comparable to those obtained by conventional inference. Visual inference
is intended to provide valid tests where no conventional test exists, and our experiments in a
controlled scenario suggest that it will perform as expected in the intended applications. The
power of a visual test increases with the number of observers, which interestingly, leads to a
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result that the theoretical power of visual test can be better than that of conventional tests.
The lineup protocol operates similarly to statistical tests that have broad alternative hy-
potheses. If the null hypothesis is rejected, generally we can say that “there is something there”
but not specifically what it is in the data that triggers the rejection. Follow-up questions on
the reasons provide qualitative insight. In conventional testing, multiple comparisons are often
done to refine and understand the test results, and perhaps some similar approaches might be
developed for visual inference.
The performance of subjects was quite varied, but consistent. No restrictions were placed
on Turk workers, in terms of abilities. There were clearly some subjects who performed very
badly, but it was very interesting to see that there were some super-observers, people who
detected the actual data plot at a rate better than that of the power of the best conventional
test. It would be interesting to see how well trained subjects might perform. Prior to the Turk
experiments, we conducted pilot studies using local graphics experts and obtained good results,
indicating that training in data visualization might be helpful for visual inference. Future work
might explore this.
Visual inference has been successfully used in two practical applications: to evaluate the
power of competing graphical designs (Hofmann et al., 2012), and to detecting signal presence
in large p, small n data (Roy Chowdhury et al., 2011). It is hoped that the lineup protocol will
prove to be valuable in data mining applications, and exploratory analyses, where there are no
existing gauges of statistical significance.
Supplementary Material: Proof of Lemma 2.3.1, details of data collection and cleaning,
longer discussion of effect of null plots and Type III error.
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CHAPTER 3. HUMAN FACTORS INFLUENCING VISUAL
STATISTICAL INFERENCE
A paper to be submitted to Sociological Methodology
Mahbubul Majumder, Heike Hofmann, Dianne Cook
Abstract
Visual statistical inference is a way to determine significance of patterns found while ex-
ploring data. It is dependent on the evaluation of a lineup, of a data plot among a sample
of null plots, by human observers. Each individual is different in their cognitive psychology
and judiciousness, which can affect the visual inference. The usual way to estimate the effec-
tiveness of a statistical test is its power. The estimate of power of a lineup can be controlled
by combining evaluations from multiple observers. Factors that may also affect the power of
visual inference are the observers’ demographics, visual skills, and experience, the sample of
null plots taken from the null distribution, the position of the data plot in the lineup, and the
signal strength in the data. This paper examines these factors. Results from multiple visual
inference studies using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk are examined to provide an assessment of
these. The experiments suggest that individual skills vary substantially, but demographics do
not have a huge effect on performance. There is evidence that a learning effect exists but
only in that observers get faster with repeated evaluations, but not more often correct. The
placement of data plot in the lineup does not affect the inference.
Keywords: statistical graphics, non-parametric test, cognitive phycology, data visualization,
exploratory data analysis, data mining, visual analytics.
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3.1 Introduction
The lineup protocol introduced in Buja et al. (2009) can be used to test the significance
of findings during the exploratory data analysis. The methodology is a part of what is called
visual statistical inference. These concepts have been developed further by Majumder et al.
(2013b) who refined the terminology and validated the lineup protocol with a head to head
comparison with conventional inference. One of the major contributions of Majumder et al.
(2013b) is to define the power of the visual test and provide methods to obtain the power for
a particular lineup. It was observed that the power can be as good or better than that of a
conventional test in some scenarios.
In visual inference, the test statistic is a plot of the observed data. To create a lineup,
this plot, called the actual data plot, is placed in a layout of null plots. The null plots are
generated from the model specified by a null hypothesis, essentially describing what the plot
might look like if the data had no structure. An observer is asked to evaluate the lineup. If
the actual data plot is detected by the observer, the null hypothesis is rejected. This means
that the structure in the actual data plot has significant structure, a pattern that is not simply
due to randomness. Combining the choices of multiple observers provides more stability in the
estimation of significance.
Figure 3.2 displays a lineup of 20 plots where one of the plots is observed data, while the
remaining 19 plots are rendered from data generated under a null model. Which one of the
20 plots is the most different from the others? When asked this question, 12 of 72 observers
picked the same plot (with number equal to the result of 32 + 4), with reasons given being
’asymmetry’ (36%), ’trend’ (26%) or ‘outliers’ (16%). The corresponding p-value is 0.00023,
indicating sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis.
What does this mean, though? For that, we need to know the context of the data and
we need to have more information about the generation of the null plots. For that, we need
to know the context of the data and we need to have more information about the generation
of the null plots. This example investigates the results from the 2012 US presidential election
in comparison to the poll results just prior to the election. (Although this example is more
37
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Figure 3.1 Which one of the plots is the most different from the others?
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simplistic than most of the tests conducted to date, it will serve the purpose of illustrating the
lineup protocol.) The data is looking at the difference in poll results between the two (major)
presidential candidates, Obama and Romney, for all states. Each panel in Figure 3.1 shows an
‘electoral building’ where each state in the union is represented by a rectangle. This difference is
plotted horizontally, and the height of each box corresponds to the state’s electoral votes. Color
indicates party affiliation. The null hypothesis is “that the election results were consistent with
the polls”. The polling results provides the null model from which data is simulated. Because
each poll has a margin of error, this is used to simulate different scenarios that might have
resulted on election day, if the polls were on target. A null data set is generated as a set of
draws from normal distribution, with mean equal to the difference in poll percentage of the
latest state poll results, and standard deviation equal to 2.5, approximating a margin of error
of 5%. These samples are plotted as electoral buildings, and the plot made with the results
from the election is placed randomly among them in a lineup of size 5×4. If the null hypothesis
is true the actual data plot should look just like any of the other plots, and not be identified by
an observer. Figure 3.2 shows a plot of the electoral building with added context information
and labels.
A lineup can be evaluated by a single person or multiple observers. A binomial distribution
is used to calculate the p-value based on the number of times observers identify the actual data
plot, which provides the information needed to make a decision on rejecting or failing to reject
the null hypothesis. Observers should not be aware of the data that constitutes a lineup, and
should not have seen the actual data plot before seeing the lineup. This is the reason that in
the election example, above, the scenario was explained after the lineup question, in the text.
The question that is asked of the observer should be as general as possible, effectively asking
the observer to pick the plot that is different, and allowing them to provide their reasons for
seeing their pick as different. In some of the studies, the ones described in Majumder et al.
(2013b) very specific questions were asked, because the experiments were being conducted to
compare results from the lineup protocol with those of conventional tests. In those experiments,
structure in the data was strictly controlled in the simulation process, which allowed for specific
questions to be asked. In the election example, observers were asked “which plot is the most
39
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Figure 3.2 Electoral building plot of the results of the 2012 U.S. Presidential Election (left).
On the right two histograms of 10,000 simulations each based on polling averages
from two different sources. For the histogram on the top, the p-value of observing
results as extreme as the 2012 U.S. election results based on the bootstrap is
0.0533 (with Bootstrap standard error of 0.002), making the election results almost
significantly different from the polls. There is no indication of any inconsistency
between polls and election results based on the bootstrap simulation below. The
lineups are based on the top source.
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different?”. The type of plot, showing two (modified) stacked bar charts in different colors
should suggest to the observer that the interesting feature is most difference between the two
heights. Most observers got this, but it is possible that some observers might pick plot 4, where
the red tower is slightly above the blue as the most different because it is the only plot with this
feature. So a better question may have been “Which plot shows the biggest height difference
between the two towers?” except that this tailors the inference to a specific feature which does
not match the null hypothesis of interest.
For any evaluation the observer may or may not identify the actual data plot. Under the
null hypothesis, the actual data plot should look similar to the null plots making it harder
to detect. It is not expected that an observer would be able to detect the data plot in this
scenario. But since there are limited number of plots in a lineup, which is 20 in the election
example, there is a 1/20 chance that the observer would pick the actual plot. This proportion
is associated with the Type I error of the test. On the other hand, if null hypothesis is not
true, the observed plot should look different from the null plots, making it easier to be detected.
This is the definition of the power of the test. When multiple observers evaluate a lineup, the
proportion of correct response can be used to estimate the power. The ability of individual
observers can vary, and examining this is the purpose of this paper.
There have been ten experiments conducted using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (Amazon,
2010) that are being used to evaluate the effects of observers’ demographic factors on the
inference. Table 3.1 summarizes these experiments. Each of these experiments collected demo-
graphic details of the subjects. Experiments 5, 6 and 7 are used to study the learning trend
of the observer. The design of experiment 9 incorporated components that allows position
of the actual data plot in the lineup, and the sample of nulls, to be evaluated. Section 3.2
discusses human factors that may affect the performance of the observer. Section 3.3 describes
the methods used to assess the effects, and Section 3.4 describes the results.
3.2 Factors Affecting Observer Performance
Based on human evaluation on a lineup a decision is made in visual statistical inference.
While the visual test statistic is defined to have a direct influence on the observer to pick a plot
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Table 3.1 Visual test statistics used in 10 different simulation experiments. The observers are
asked different questions to answer while evaluating a lineup
Serial Experiment Test Statistic Lineup question
1 Box plot
Which set of box plots shows biggest
vertical difference between group A and
B?
2 Scatter plot
Of the scatter plots below which one
shows data that has steepest slope?
3 Contaminated plot
Of the scatter plots below which one
shows data that has steepest slope?
4 Polar vs Cartesian Which plot is different?
5 Hist vs density
In which plot is the blue group furthest
to the right?
6 Violin vs boxplot
In which plot does the blue group look
the most different from the red group?
7 Group separation
Which of these plots has the most sep-
aration between the coloured groups?
8 Sine Illusion
In what picture is the size of the curve
most consistent?
9 Gene expression
In which of these plots is the green
line the steepest, and the spread of the
green points relatively small?
10 Test normality
Which of these plots is most different
from the others?
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based on the signal in the data, there are other human factors that may affect the observer
performance. It is important to study the effect of those factors and examine the extent of their
influence. This section presents a brief description of the factors that may affect the power of
visual inference.
3.2.1 Signal in the Data
The visual test statistic is chosen so that it displays a specific pattern in case the null
hypothesis is not true. Thus the most important factor that help an observer to correctly
evaluate a lineup is the presence of any detectable signal in the data. On the other hand, if the
null hypothesis is not true, visual test statistic should not display any distinguishable pattern.
In fact, some of the null plots may appear to be the most different plot in a lineup influencing
the observer to chose a plot different than actual data plot. This is an elegant feature of the
lineup. It force the observer to chose a wrong plot when the null hypothesis should not be
rejected.
3.2.2 Choice of Visual Test Statistic
The visual test statistic should be highly associated with the hypothesis under investigation.
To achieve this purpose it is very important to decide which plot type and plot features should
be adopted. In a linear regression setting, the visual test statistics are presented in (Majumder
et al., 2013b) for some common hypothesis testing. It is also observed that a scatterplot may
do a better job than a box plot when using as a visual test statistic for regression parameters.
Some of the effective features of visual test statistics are discussed in (Hofmann et al., 2012)
including plot type, color and shape of the plots. Roy Chowdhury et al. (2012) presents some
distance measure to determine how a plot may be different from each other.
Table 3.1 shows the visual test statistics used in this study. For both experiments 2 and 3
a scatterplot is used but a regression line fitted through the points is overlaid for experiment 2.
It is easier to spot the slope of the line compared to just the scatterplot itself. But people are
better in noticing the unusual pattern in the data which is some contamination purposefully
added for experiment 3. For experiment 3 the performance of the observers was much better
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compared to experiment 2 (Majumder et al., 2013b).
3.2.3 Question that Human Observer Answers
The researcher knows about the underlying hypothesis but the observer does not necessarily
know the underlying details of the lineup. So, the researcher needs to ask a question to the
observer to answer while evaluating the lineup. This question should provide the observer a
little clue so that the answer reflects the hypothesized patterns in the actual plot. For example
Table 3.1 shows the questions asked for the simulation experiments considered for this study.
Notice that for case 1 if the observer can identify the actual plot in the lineup that should
indicate that the plot chosen has the most vertical difference between groups A and B which is
exactly what the researchers intend to examine. Similarly for case 2, a correct evaluation would
indicate that the slope is different than the slope that may show up just from randomness.
These questions are very crucial for the power of visual test. They help observer think in
a meaningful direction. Notice that there may be unnecessary patterns in the actual data plot
which may not necessarily indicate the existence of the significant signal in the plot. These
questions help observer not to be misguided by those patterns. To follow up further on this
Majumder et al. (2013b) also collected reasons of choice made by the observers and noticed
that Type-III error may occur where the hypothesis may be correctly rejected but for a wrong
reason.
3.2.4 Demographics of the Observer
Some of the demographics of the observer such as age, gender, education level and geo-
graphical location may have effect on how an observer would examine the lineup. This may
produce some variability in the performance of the observer. For example, a high school stu-
dent may not respond same as a well educated person while evaluating a lineup. There may
be variations in different age groups as well. Investigation on subjects with a well variety of
age groups is necessary to study this variability.
To meet the Institutional Review Board (IRB) requirement, it is necessary to exclude any
subject less than 18 years of old to participate human subject experiment. Thus we intend to
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only focus on the performance of observer with age 18 years or older. We don’t expect many
older people to participate our study and we are interested of age from 18 to 65 years.
Education level has some relation with age. Younger observer may not have higher degree.
Thus some of the variability in performance for different education level may be confounded
with age. On the other hand, it could be possible to have undergrad degree with higher
age. Specially for any geographical location where not many certain gender group have higher
education, this may occur. Thus the effect of all these demographical factors may be confounded
at certain level.
We don’t expect much difference in performances between male and female observers. Gen-
der may have some influence through the education level and geographical locations since some
location may have small number of educated female population. We intend to include similar
number of male and female subjects in our study so that this can be examined.
3.2.5 Learning Trend of the Observer
When an observer evaluates a lineup he or she may learn something from the experiences
of the earlier observations. If the same observer is shown another lineup the learning from
previous evaluation may help. The more evaluations an observer makes the more skillful the
observer may become. This learning trend may or may not be significant overall but it may
influence the performance of the observer in some way.
Learning may occur in two different ways. An observer can become more trained on the
lineup structure and the pattern in the plots shown. This can be learning in proportion of
correct evaluation. Or, he or she may become efficient in responding faster in the later evalua-
tions. This can be observed as the time taken for evaluating a lineup. This paper investigates
both of these learning trends with multiple simulation experiments.
When an observer evaluate a lineup for the first time, he or she has to read through many
instructions and become familiar with the environment of the experiment. We expect that
this will require much more time compared to the rest of the evaluations. Time taken for the
second or successive attempt should be much lower than the time taken for the first lineup. We
attribute this to the adaptation to the experiment environment, not a learning of evaluating a
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lineup.
3.2.6 Location of Actual Plot in the Lineup
The actual data plot is placed in a random spot in a lineup. While evaluating the lineup
some people may start looking from some specific part of the lineup. With the help of eye-
tracking equipments Zhao et al. (2012) tracked the observers’ eyes to see how they went through
the plots in a lineup to come to their answers. The results suggest that people have particular
methods of reading lineups. Some people read lineups from left to right direction while some
read from upward to downward. Some people start looking from the center of the lineup while
others start from the top left corner. In the earlier phase of the exercise, the observer tend to
scan the plots and start comparing plots to make a final decision. Beside right-left or up-down
directions observers show some diagonal movement too.
Given a specific pattern of eye movement of the observer in examining the lineup, the
location of actual plot in the lineup may have some effect. Those who start exploring from the
left top corner may get first glance of the actual plot if it is on that location. This should give
the observer more time to compare it with the rest of the null plots. Those who start looking
from the center may scan towards right or left direction and thus don’t have the chance to
scan the null plots continuously as they could if they would start from a corner. Thus they
should scan the center plot over and over again while scanning the left or right side plots. If
the data plot is in the center location it may have multiple chance to be examined and hence
be identified.
It may be possible that some part of the lineup is less explored or even never scanned by the
observer if he or she feels that the actual plot is found before even seriously scanning the whole
lineup. In those scenarios the location where the observer first start scanning is important.
Placing the actual data plot in that location may yield different results.
3.2.7 Selection of Null Plots
A lineup becomes difficult to evaluate if one of the null plots appears to be very similar
to the actual plot. When null hypothesis is true it is a common scenario. With alternative
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hypothesis being true, it may happen if we compare actual plot with many null plots. But we
have only specific number of null plots in a lineup. So, a different set of null plots may yield
some variation in the difficulty of the lineup with the same actual plot. This may affect the
performance of the observer while evaluating a lineup.
3.2.8 Individual Performance of the Observer
Each person is different from others in some way. For example, in a controlled experimental
study Zhao et al. (2012) noticed that some people spent a lot of time to decide no matter
whether the lineup is difficult or easy while some simply glanced at lineups to make a decision.
This influences the response of the observer. Also subject specific variation in the power of
visual test is observed in Majumder et al. (2013b).
3.3 Experimental Designs and Methods
While evaluating a lineup, the performance of the observer may depend on the factors
described in Section 3.2. Some of these factors such as signal in the data and individual
abilities were studied in Majumder et al. (2013b). In this paper we intend to study effect of
the factors such as human demographics, learning trend, actual plot locations and selection
of null plots. This section presents the simulation experiment setup, data collection methods
and data analysis plans with models to asses the influence of those factors on visual statistical
inference.
3.3.1 Experiment Setup
In addition to obtain evaluation responses of the lineups, all the 10 experiments shown
in Table 3.1 were designed to collect the following demographic information of the subjects
participating the experiments:
1. Age group
2. Gender
3. Academic education level
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4. Geographical location
Instead of collecting exact age, 9 levels of age were collected. They are 18-25, 26-30, 31-35,
36-40, 41-45, 46-50, 51-55, 56-60, above 60. There were five levels of academic information.
They are (1) High school or less , (2) Some under grad course, (3) Under graduate degree, (4)
Some graduate courses, (5) Graduate degree. Geographical locations were collected using the
true public ip addresses of the participants’ computer. This provides latitude and longitude of
the ip address as well as the city and country information.
3.3.1.1 Learning Trend
Learning trend of a subject can be observed in terms of performance over successive feed-
backs received when multiple lineups are shown for evaluation. Experiments 5, 6 and 7 were
used for this. Each subject was shown a total of 10 lineups randomly selected from a pool
of lineups. The lineups are not necessarily with the same difficulty levels. But the order of
lineups were randomized. The responses of the lineups were recorded by attempt 1 through 10.
Attempt 1 means that the response is for the first lineup the observer evaluates and attempt
10 refers to the response for the 10th lineup. The goal is to estimate whether performance of
the observer improves from attempt 1 to attempt 10.
3.3.1.2 Design for Location Effect
Experiment 9 shown in Table 3.1 is designed to to assess the location effect of a data plot
in a lineup. It is set up based on the gene expression data (Atwood et al., 2013) with two
groups. One is the Genotype and the other the Empty Vector (EV). For each of the groups,
gene expression data were collected in presence or absence of iron sufficiency. Two factors were
of primary interest. One is the Genotype main effect and the other is the interaction effect
between Genotype and iron sufficiency.
For Genotype main effect side by side dot plots of two groups are used as the visual test
statistics. For interaction effect the same plot type is used except that the means of iron
sufficiency or insufficiency were connected by lines colored by the groups. One of the interaction
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test statistics is shown in Table 3.1 for experiment 9. For no interaction, the visual test statistic
shows two parallel lines representing two groups and for significant interaction the lines are not
parallel. Null plots were generated by randomizing the group structure of the data. The
actual plot was randomly placed in five different locations in a lineup of size 20. The locations
are 2,9,12,16,20 for Interaction effect and 1,8,12,17,20 for Genotype effect. For a lineup with
specific data plot location, five different sets of null plots were used to produce 5 lineups for
each location. In total we have 25 lineups for Interaction effect and 25 lineups for Genotype
effect.
Each observer saw three lineups, first an Interaction lineup then a Genotype lineup. Finally
a test lineup was shown to screen out unusual evaluation. The subjects did not know which one
was the test lineup but they were informed before accepting the task that there would be one.
The test lineup was very easy and everyone should detect the data plot. The MTurk workers
were paid based on whether they could correctly evaluate the test lineup. But the data on the
test plot are excluded from the analysis.
3.3.2 Data Collection Methods
Human subjects were recruited to evaluate the experimental lineups through Amazon Me-
chanical Turk (Amazon, 2010) or MTurk Web site. It is an online work place where people
from around the world can perform some tasks and get paid. Usually tasks are very simple
and no specialized training is required to do them. Being a human is the main requirement.
Tasks are designed for anyone to do but some tasks may require some skills depending on the
recruiters’ need. Each task is usually planned to complete in a short time. Humans are still
better than computers in performing these types of tasks. The the amount of money paid for
each task is very small as well.
We designed and developed a web application which enables to display the lineups to the
observers as per experimental need. The MTurk workers were redirected to the web site to
evaluate lineups. The data were collected, stored automatically into a local database server.
Demographic informations such as age group, gender and education levels were also collected.
The time taken for each evaluation is computed based on the time the plot was shown and
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the time the feedback was received. It is measured in seconds. The location of the observer is
determined by the ip address of the observer.
3.3.3 Model to Estimate Demographic Factor Effect
The feedback provided by each observer on a lineup is a binary response variable. Suppose
Yij denotes the response from observer i on a lineup j. Yij = 1 if the response is correct
otherwise Yij = 0. Let piij = E(Yij) be the probability that observer i correctly picks the data
panel from lineup j. We model this in a generalized mixed effects model of the form
g(piij) = µ+ αk(i) + γl(i) + τm(i) + κs(i) + `j , (3.1)
where µ is an overall average probability for picking out the data plot from a lineup. α, γ, τ and
κ are the effects of age group k(i), gender category l(i), education level m(i) and country name
s(i) respectively for observer i. `j is a random intercept predicting lineup difficulty level and we
assume `j ∼ N(0, σ2` ). g(.) denotes the logit link function g(pi) = log(pi)− log(1−pi); 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1.
The effect of demographic factors can be observed as time taken for each evaluation by
an observer. Suppose Zij denotes the logarithm of time taken for an observer i to evaluate a
lineup j. Let µij = E(Zij) be the average of log(time taken) by observer i to pick the data
panel from lineup j. We model this in a mixed effects model of the form
Zij = µ+ αk(i) + γl(i) + τm(i) + κs(i) + `j + ij , (3.2)
where µ represents overall average of log time taken by an observer to evaluate a lineup. α,
γ, τ and κ are as described in Model (3.1). `j is a lineup-specific random effect for the time
needed to evaluate a lineup; `j ∼ N(0, σ2` ) and the overall error ijk ∼ N(0, σ2).
3.3.4 Model to Estimate Learning Trend
Multiple lineups were sequentially shown to each observer for evaluation. Suppose Yijk
denotes the response from observer i on a lineup j in his/her kth attempt. Yijk = 1 if the
response is correct otherwise Yijk = 0. Let piijk = E(Yijk) be the probability that observer
i correctly picks the data panel from lineup j in his/her kth attempt. We model this in a
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generalized mixed effects model of the form
g(piijk) = µ+ αk + ui + aik + `j , (3.3)
where µ is an overall average probability for picking out the data plot from a lineup, αk is the
effect of the kth attempt on the probability, with α1 = 0 and k = 1, ...,K. ui and ai are observer
specific random effects, i = 1, ..., I. ui is a random intercept, describing a basic subject-specific
ability. We assume ui ∼ N(0, σ2u). ai is a random slope capturing an individual’s specific
learning effect over the course of K attempts. We assume ai ∼ N(0, σ2a). For `j we again
assume a normal distribution, N(0, σ2` ). `j is a random intercept predicting lineup difficulty
level. g(.) denotes the logit link function g(pi) = log(pi)− log(1− pi); 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1 .
The inverse link function, g−1(.), from Equation 3.3 leads to the estimate of the subject
and the lineup specific probability of successful evaluation in kth attempt by a single observer
as
pˆijk = g
−1(µˆ+ αˆk + uˆi + aˆik + ˆ`j). (3.4)
The learning of each observer over a course of K evaluations may be observed as the
improvement of the time taken to evaluate a lineup in the later attempts. Suppose Zijk denotes
the logarithm of time taken for an observer i to evaluate a lineup j in his/her kth attempt.
Let µijk = E(Zijk) be the average of log(time taken) by observer i to pick the data panel from
lineup j in his/her kth attempt. We model this in a mixed effects model of the form
Zijk = µ+ α1 + αk + ui + aik + `j + ijk, (3.5)
where µ represents overall average of log time taken by an observer to evaluate a lineup. α is
the average change in log time taken for each additional attempt. α1 is an offset in log time
taken for the first attempt. All other effects are random effects: as before, ui is a subject-
specific intercept representing individual speed of an observer with ui ∼ N(0, σ2u). ai is a
subject-specific slope representing the deviation of the speed-up (or -down) by attempt k. We
assume ai ∼ N(0, σ2a). `j is a lineup-specific random effect for the time needed to evaluate a
lineup; `j ∼ N(0, σ2` ) and the overall error ijk ∼ N(0, σ2).
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Equation 3.5 leads to the estimate of the subject and the lineup specific time taken for an
evaluation in kth attempt by a single observer as
µˆijk = µˆ+ αˆ1 + αˆk + uˆi + aˆik + ˆ`j . (3.6)
To fit all these mixed effect models the function lmer() is used from R package lme4 by Bates
et al. (2011). To obtain the p-values of fixed effect parameters estimates, normal approximation
is used for Z scores computed as the ratio of estimates to the estimated standard errors.
3.3.5 Model to Estimate Location Effect
As per the design of experiment for location effect, the actual data plot is same for each
of the null sets of plot. Thus the response data of this experiment constitute a multivariate
response. To examine if the difference in proportion correct among the locations is statistically
significant we fit a one way multi variate analysis of variance (MANOVA) model to the data.
Suppose Y = (Y1, Y2, ..., Yp)
> be a vector of random variable with dimension p, the total
number of null sets. let Yij represents jth vector response for ith location with i = 1, 2, ..., I.
We fit the following MANOVA model
Yij = µi + ij (3.7)
where µi = (µ1i, µ2i, ..., µpi)
> is the mean vector for location i and V ar(ij) = Σ.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Overview of the Data
A total of 2321 participants provided feedback data on the lineups in ten different experi-
mental studies. Figure 3.3 displays the locations of participants around the world. Most of the
participants were from the United States and India. There were 76 other different countries
from where we received feedbacks. This provides a diverse pool of participants. The diversity
in not only in geographical locations of the participants but also in their gender, age groups
and education levels as we see in Table 3.2. It is interesting that there were large number of
female participants even though there were lot of people from developing countries.
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Figure 3.3 Location of the Amazon Mechanical Turk workers participating our study. Most of
the people are coming from India and United States even though there are people
from around the world.
Besides United States and India, countries such as Canada, Romania, United Kingdom and
Macedonia have more than 10 participants each. The rest of the 70 countries have less than
10 participants. The distribution of participants remains almost similar in all ten experiments
with some small variations (Figure B.2). That may be due to the time of the experiment when
it first started. For some experiments India got more participants than United States and
for some experiments the numbers just got reversed (Figure B.3). It is also observed in some
experiments that number of participants are similar no matter whether the experiment is run
on day time or nigh time.
The largest number of participants are from age group 18 to 25 which is the youngest age
group in the study. The majority of the people have ages between 18 to 35. Interestingly
there are many participants from older age groups as well. Specially for united states almost
all the age groups show uniform participations beyond age 30 (Figure B.4). Notice that fewer
people participated from India beyond age 40 compared to united states. Total number of
participations from india and United States are almost same with United States having 107
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Table 3.2 Demographic information of the subjects participated the MTurk experiments. Av-
erage time taken for evaluating a lineup is shown in seconds.
Participants Average
Factor levels Total %Factor time response
Gender Male 1348 57.63 48.51 13493
Female 991 42.37 43.75 10564
Education High school or less 193 8.24 37.21 2241
Some under graduate courses 418 17.85 42.84 4070
Under graduate degree 584 24.93 44.29 5775
Some graduate courses 245 10.46 43.43 2460
Graduate degree 902 38.51 52.18 9511
Age 18-25 740 31.61 42.97 7311
26-30 547 23.36 46.27 5585
31-35 376 16.06 44.27 3923
36-40 257 10.98 55.03 2714
41-45 141 6.02 43.90 1519
46-50 95 4.05 49.29 1003
51-55 83 3.54 48.67 867
56-60 64 2.73 59.73 678
above 60 38 1.62 48.67 457
Country United States 1087 46.83 39.64 10769
India 980 42.22 52.63 10227
Rest of the world 254 10.94 46.86 2819
more participants. Unlike USA Indian participants are mostly young people.
In terms of participant’s academic background, the largest group is graduate degree. A
total of 902 participants have a graduate degree which is about 38.51%. They are mostly from
India as any university degree is considered a graduate degree unlike north America where
graduate degree means Masters level education. Most of the USA participants are with an
Undergraduate degree or at least have some undergraduate courses (Figure B.4).
The distribution of male and female participants are similar among all age groups except age
18-25 in India where fewer female participants were observed (Figure B.5). The distribution
of education levels are also different across the countries for this age group. Most of the
participants from India are below age 40 while in United States the distribution of participants
are similar beyond age 40. There were not many participants beyond age 50 and hence these
age groups are merged to form one age group called above 50. The exploratory analysis and
the models fitted in the following sections use this new age group instead of actual age groups
beyond age 50.
A total of 1911 lineups were evaluated in the ten experiments. Each person evaluated at
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least 10 lineups except for experiment 9 where three lineups were evaluated by each person.
A test plot was shown to each observer and the feedback received from that plot is used to
examine the data quality or process payment. But the data received for the test lineup is
not included in the analysis. In some cases the demographic information were not provided
by the participants. Also, for some ip address, the actual geographical locations could not be
retrieved. This resulted some missing demographic information.
3.4.2 Demographic Factors
Proportions of correct responses and natural logarithms of average time taken to evaluate
each lineup are computed for different demographic factor levels. Their distributions are shown
using boxplots in Figure 3.4. Averages of these distributions are represented by dots inside the
boxplots. The youngest age group (18-25) took least average time to evaluate a lineup. People
from India took more time than others. People who have only a high school degree took less
time and this is related to what we have seen for young age group. Averages of log time taken by
male and female participants look similar but there are some differences as we see in Table 3.2.
The distribution of time taken to evaluate a lineup is positively skewed. But in log scale it
appears to be symmetric for all the demographic factor variables as we see in Figure 3.4. Mean
and medians are very similar as well. This allows us to fit linear mixed model to the log time
taken with normal error structure.
We observed some differences in median proportion of correct responses for different demo-
graphic factor levels. But the variability of proportion correct responses are huge as per design
of the experiments since there were some very easy as well as extremely difficult lineups. Some
of the lineups were not expected to be evaluated correctly as the null plots in those lineups were
showing more signal than the actual data plot itself. In those scenarios, one may not reject the
null hypothesis. We call these difficult lineups. Some of the lineups were so easy that data plot
is detectable at a first glance. These were expected to be evaluated correctly 100% of the time.
This is why we see the boxes range from 0 to 1 in most of the factor levels. Unlike median,
fewer differences are observed in the average proportion of correct responses for different factor
levels.
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Figure 3.4 Boxplots of average log time taken and proportion correct responses of all the
lineups plotted for each demographic factor levels. The dots inside the boxes
represent means. Some differences in means of various demographic factors are
observed. Variability in proportion correct indicates large variability in lineup
difficulties.
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Model (3.1) is fitted to the data with fixed effect factors such as age, country, education and
gender. To estimate the overall factor main effect, a reduced model is fitted removing that factor
from Model (3.1). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) results shown in Table 3.3 suggest that all the
factor variables are significantly different in describing the the probability of correct response
except gender. Gender does not show any significant difference in performance. Similarly,
ANOVA results are obtained by fitting Model (3.2) to the data of log time taken and are
shown in Table 3.3 as well. All the factor variables are significantly different for log time taken
including gender.
Table 3.3 Anova of full model with all the demographic factors vs reduced model with remov-
ing respective factor variable. Gender does not have any effect on probability of
correct response.
Model AIC BIC logLik Chisq Chi.Df p-value
Proportion Correct Full 23822.00 23943.00 -11896.00
Reduced
Age 23835.22 23907.93 -11908.61 25.50 6 <0.001
Country 24099.57 24204.72 -12036.78 281.85 2 <0.001
Education 23837.48 23926.34 -11907.74 23.77 4 <0.001
Gender 23821.88 23934.98 -11896.94 2.17 1 0.140
Log Time Full 51904.00 52034.00 -25936.00
Reduced
Age 52435.63 52516.41 -26207.81 543.18 6 <0.001
Country 52849.92 52963.15 -26410.96 949.47 2 <0.001
Education 52012.68 52109.61 -25994.34 116.23 4 <0.001
Gender 51970.57 52091.74 -25970.28 68.12 1 <0.001
To further illustrate how the individual factor levels differ from each other the detailed
results of Models (3.1) and (3.2) are shown in Table 3.4. For parameter estimation the first
factor levels shown in the Table are used as the base line. Demographic factor levels have
significant effects on log time taken to evaluate a lineup. But not all the levels are significant
for the probability of correct responses.
Age group 36-40 is significantly different than the base line age group of 18-25 year olds.
The other age levels are similar in explaining the probability of correct response. For country,
the rest of the world is different from USA but India appears to be similar to USA. We see
from Table 3.2 that most of the participants (about 90%) are from India and USA. The rest of
the 10% data are from 76 different countries. This diversity in the rest of the world may make
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Table 3.4 Parameter estimates of Models (3.2) and (3.1) fitted for average log time taken
and probability of correct lineup evaluations respectively. For time taken all the
demographic factors are significant. For probability of correct response age group
36-40, rest of the world and graduate degree are significantly different. For gender
no difference in performance is observed. Lineup variability is estimated to be very
large for Model (3.1).
Demographic Model (3.2) Log Time Model (3.1) Proportion Correct
Factor Level Est SE Zval p-value Est SE Zval p-value
Fixed Effect
µ 3.360 0.013 249.21 <0.001 -0.683 0.071 -9.64 <0.001
Age (α) 18-25 0.000 — — — — — — —
26-30 0.058 0.013 4.50 <0.001 0.062 0.049 1.27 0.206
31-35 0.068 0.014 4.72 <0.001 0.115 0.055 2.08 0.038
36-40 0.231 0.016 14.05 <0.001 0.310 0.063 4.93 <0.001
41-45 0.176 0.021 8.56 <0.001 0.158 0.081 1.96 0.050
46-50 0.272 0.024 11.29 <0.001 0.141 0.096 1.47 0.143
above 50 0.352 0.018 19.19 <0.001 0.147 0.071 2.06 0.039
Country(κ) United States 0.000 — — — — — — —
India 0.101 0.011 9.11 <0.001 0.058 0.043 1.33 0.183
Rest of world -0.129 0.009 -13.82 <0.001 0.185 0.035 5.22 <0.001
Education(τ) High school or less 0.000 — — — — — — —
Under grad courses 0.042 0.013 3.25 0.0011 -0.083 0.050 -1.65 0.098
Under grad degree -0.037 0.012 -3.21 0.0013 -0.044 0.045 -0.97 0.331
Graduate courses 0.117 0.013 9.12 <0.001 0.070 0.050 1.42 0.157
Graduate degree 0.046 0.011 4.12 <0.001 0.182 0.043 4.22 <0.001
Gender (γ) Female 0.000 — — — — — — —
Male 0.078 0.009 8.26 <0.001 0.055 0.036 1.50 0.133
Random Effect
lineup(σ`) 0.082 0.287 5.259 2.293
Error(σ) 0.479 0.692
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it different from India and USA.
The graduate degree holders are significantly different as well. The positive parameter esti-
mate indicates that they perform better and the probability of correct response is higher than
other education levels. There is no significant difference between male and female performances.
Notice that lineup specific variance estimate is 5.259 with a standard error of 2.293 which
is much higher than the other significant parameter estimates in Model (3.1). This indicates
that the major and most important factor affecting the probability of correct response is lineup
difficulty. This is also evident from the large variability in the proportion correct in Figure 3.4.
Because of this huge impact of lineup specific variance, the practical impact of other factor
variables on the probability of correct response is in fact very small. We illustrate this with
the following example of graduate degree.
While some of the demographic factors are strongly statistically significant, the main source
of variation in proportion correct is the lineup difficulty. For example, let’s examine the effect
of graduate degree. To see just how large the effect is, we examine the change in proportion
correct for a (hypothetical) 18-25 year old female in the United States, with a graduate degree
as compared to a high school degree, for an average difficulty lineup (random effect = 0).
Plugging in the relevant quantities to the fitted model gives a difference equal to:
exp(−0.683 + 0.182)
1 + exp(−0.683 + 0.182) −
exp(−0.683)
1 + exp(−0.683) = 0.377− 0.336 = 0.041.
The person with a high school education on average picks the data plot in 33.5% of lineups
having average difficulty, as compare to 37.6% if they have a graduate degree. This difference
is reduced to 2% for a lineup with one standard deviation order of magnitude difference in
difficulty. For two standard deviations it further reduces to 0.3%. Thus although there is stat-
stically significant difference in proportion correct for some demographic factors, these are not
practically significant differences. Figure 3.5 illustrates this example showing fitted models for
a US 18-25 female with either a high school education or a graduate degree. Similar calcula-
tions show the same negligible impact of age level 36-40 (0.0533 at most) and country (0.0424
at most) on the probability of correct response. Thus even though some of the demographic
factors are statistically significant, practically, demographics do not substantially influence the
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results.
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Figure 3.5 Proportion of correct responses due to graduate degree as compared to high school
degree for an 18-25 year old female in the United States. Even though graduate
degree is statistically significant, the largest difference in proportion correct is 0.045
which is very negligible. The difference diminishes as we move away one or two
standard deviations (σ` = 2.293) of lineup variability.
3.4.3 Learning Trend
Models (3.3) and (3.5) are fitted to the data from experiment 5, 6, and 7 separately. As
an alternative to Model (3.3) we examined a reduced model with attempt as a continuous
covariate. They did not appear to be significantly different with a p-value of 0.856. But we
consider the bigger Model (3.3) with attempt as a factor variable with 10 levels to examine the
effect of each level. Attempt 1 is considered to be base level while fitting the model.
Table 3.5 presents the parameter estimates and p-values of fixed effect estimates of Model
(3.3). The larger p-values suggest that none of the levels of attempt (α2 through α10) are
significant at %1 significance level. Moreover, some of the estimates are positive and some are
negative and they show up seemingly in random order suggesting later attempts not necessarily
have improved. This indicates that there may be no learning effect on the probability of correct
evaluations.
The variance of random slope for attempt (σ2a) is estimated to be very small compared
to other random effects except for subject variability (σ2u) for experiment 7. This suggests
that most of the variability for attempt is accounted for by the fixed effect factor attempt.
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Table 3.5 Parameter estimates of Model (3.3) fitted for probability of correct lineup evalua-
tion. None of the fixed factor effects of attempt (α2 through α10) are significantly
different from the first attempt α1 at %1 level in all three experiments 5, 6 and 7.
For experiment 7 subject specific variation is very small on the other hand lineup
variance is much higher compared to the other two experiments.
Experiment 5 Experiment 6 Experiment 7
Effect Est SE Zval p-value Est SE Zval p-value Est SE Zval p-value
Fixed
µ -1.304 0.179 -7.28 <0.001 -0.220 0.147 -1.50 0.134 -1.737 0.481 -3.61 <0.001
α1 0.000 — — — 0.000 — — — 0.000 — — —
α2 0.270 0.219 1.24 0.217 0.262 0.158 1.66 0.098 -0.456 0.385 -1.18 0.237
α3 -0.178 0.226 -0.79 0.432 0.342 0.157 2.18 0.029 -0.105 0.386 -0.27 0.786
α4 0.083 0.224 0.37 0.712 0.358 0.159 2.26 0.024 -0.378 0.381 -0.99 0.322
α5 0.298 0.224 1.33 0.183 0.376 0.159 2.36 0.018 -0.107 0.385 -0.28 0.781
α6 0.042 0.231 0.18 0.857 0.246 0.158 1.56 0.120 0.026 0.407 0.06 0.949
α7 0.283 0.230 1.23 0.217 0.160 0.159 1.01 0.314 0.057 0.401 0.14 0.886
α8 -0.045 0.233 -0.19 0.847 0.341 0.160 2.13 0.033 -0.003 0.394 -0.01 0.994
α9 -0.195 0.232 -0.84 0.400 0.378 0.160 2.36 0.018 0.204 0.436 0.47 0.639
α10 0.513 0.228 2.25 0.024 0.192 0.163 1.18 0.238 -0.213 0.432 -0.49 0.622
Random
σ2a <0.001 0.017 0.001 0.034 0.027 0.163
σ2u 0.720 0.848 0.815 0.903 <0.001 <0.001
σ2` 2.178 1.476 2.009 1.418 10.980 3.314
For all three experiments the lineup variabilities (σ2l ) were estimated to be very large making
the practical impact of other factor levels even more negligible. Some of the lineups were
very easy and some were really difficult in experiment 7. The overall average probability for
picking out the data plot from a lineup (µ) is significant for both experiments 5 and 7. But for
experiment 6 it is not significant suggesting that experiment 6 lineups were difficult compared
to the other experimental lineups. This shows a feature of the experimental designs where a
mixture of difficult and easy lineups were included within the experiments as well as between
the experiments. For easy lineups there may be small chance to improve performances. But for
harder lineups, the scope to improve performances is large. Since for none of these experiments
improvement in performances is observed, it is important in the sense that performances did
not improve over attempts in both difficult and easy lineup situations.
To visualize how the performance in correct response improves over successive attempts, we
fitted Model (3.3) excluding the covariates related to attempt from the model and computed
the residuals. Least square regression lines were fitted through the subject specific residuals as
shown in Figure 3.6. Two important features were observed; one is subject specific variability
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and the other is random slope with attempts which indicates subjects specific learning trend.
Some subjects show improvement over time and some show the decrease in performance.
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Figure 3.6 Least square lines fitted through the subject specific residual proportion correct
obtained from Model (3.3) fitted without attempt are plotted against attempt.
Subject specific positive and negative slopes are observed. Mean residuals are
shown as dots and least square regression lines fitted through the points show no
overall learning trend in each of the three experiments.
The averages of these residuals for each of the attempts are shown as dots in Figure 3.6.
Least square linear regression lines are fitted through the points for each of the experiments.
Positive slopes over the attempts are observed but none of them is statistically significant.
Table 3.6 presents the results of Model (3.5). The parameter α for fixed effect covariate
attempt is highly significant in all the experiments. The negative estimates suggest that on an
average later attempt took less time for an evaluation. Even though observers did not improve
the performance over attempt, they became efficient in responding faster. The parameter α1
for first attempt is also highly significant. The positive estimates of α1 indicates that first
attempt made by an observer required much more times than other attempts. It is because for
initial attempt the observer might have gone through instructions and became familiar with
the experimental environment. Each page in the web site contains information about choice
reason and the observers’s confidence level. Also, the first page asks for observer Identification
to be typed. The later pages of the web site was similar just the lineup was changed. Thus in
the later attempts an observer does not need to spend any time for reading instructions. The
model reflects that fact.
The lineup variance of experiment 7 is estimated as σˆ2` = 10.98 from Model (3.3). But from
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Table 3.6 Parameter estimates of Model (3.5) fitted for log time taken to evaluate a lineup.
Both fixed effect parameters of Attempt (α1 and α) are highly significant for all
three experiments 5, 6 and 7.
Experiment 5 Experiment 6 Experiment 7
Effect Est SE Zval p-value Est SE Zval p-value Est SE Zval p-value
Fixed
µ 3.817 0.039 97.38 <0.001 3.901 0.033 118.19 <0.001 3.731 0.054 69.04 <0.001
α1 0.326 0.035 9.35 <0.001 0.335 0.029 11.40 <0.001 0.280 0.050 5.63 <0.001
α -0.038 0.004 -9.30 <0.001 -0.039 0.004 -10.19 <0.001 -0.029 0.007 -4.22 <0.001
Random
σ2a 0.001 0.027 0.002 0.045 0.002 0.049
σ2u 0.259 0.509 0.245 0.495 0.134 0.366
σ2` 0.008 0.091 0.040 0.199 0.055 0.235
σ2 0.211 0.460 0.251 0.501 0.206 0.454
Model (3.5) it is estimated to be much smaller in all these experiments. This suggests that the
harder lineups not necessarily took more time than easier lineups. The observers spent enough
times to evaluate a easy lineup and for difficult lineup they might just give up at some point
and provided the feedback.
Model (3.5) was compared to couple of other alternatives. A bigger model with attempt as a
factor was considered but it was not significantly different with p value 0.236. A reduced model
without the first attempt was also considered but it was significantly different with p-value
< 0.001.
To visualize how the time taken reduces over the successive attempts, we fitted Model (3.5)
excluding the covariate attempt from the model and computed the residuals. Least square
regression lines are fitted through the subject specific residuals. Subject specific slopes are
much different in each of the three experiments as we see in Figure 3.7. Some subjects improved
over attempts by taking less time in the later attempts while others got worse. The averages of
these residuals for each attempt are plotted as dots. Least square regression lines are fitted to
these points excluding the first attempt since for first attempt we fitted an indicator covariate.
The downward trends are evident in the plots. All the slopes are highly significant. As expected
we observed large positive residuals for each of the experiments for first attempt.
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Figure 3.7 Least square regression lines fitted through the subject specific residuals obtained
by fitting Model (3.5) without covariate attempt. Differences in subject specific
slopes are observed. Some of the subjects did worse over successive attempts while
others did better. Averages of these residuals are plotted as dots and least square
regression lines are fitted to obtain overall trends. For all the three experiments
the overall downward slopes are statistically significant which indicates that MTurk
workers take less time as they progress through their attempts.
3.4.4 Location Effect
A total of 111 subjects were recruited to evaluate lineups designed to investigate the location
effect of the actual data plot in the lineup as described in Section 3.3.1.2. Each subject evaluated
two lineups; one for Interaction effect and the other for Genotype. In total there were 222
feedbacks or responses on 50 lineups. The data on the test lineup were excluded from the
analysis.
The proportion of correct responses for each data plot location is shown in Figure 3.8 colored
by null sets. We observe some variability of performance for different null sets even though
same data plot was used for all these null sets. This may happen when for some set of null
plots, one null plot appears to be very similar to the actual plot. In another set of null plots
this may not happen making some lineups easier than others even though the actual data plot
is the same. This pattern is evident in the figure as we see proportion correct for null plot 5
is consistently above the null plot 1 for each of the locations. A test for differences in average
performances of null sets shows significant difference only for null set 3 of interaction lineup.
The rest of the null sets don’t show any differences at 1% significance level.
The overall average proportion of correct responses for each location are shown using dashed
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Figure 3.8 Location of data plot in the lineup and proportion correct for both Interaction
and Genotype effect. Each colored line represents a null set and the size of the
dots represents number of responses. The overall average proportions are shown
by dashed line. The actual data plot locations are shaded grey on the top panels
to demonstrate their relative positions on a lineup.
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lines in Figure 3.8. There is variability in performances for each null set depending on the
locations. But the overall proportion is not varying much for different locations.
The sizes of the dots in Figure 3.8 represents the number of responses obtained for that
location and null set. For some locations we have as many as 10 responses. For location 1, we
did not have any response for null set 1 in one of the interaction lineups. We observe larger
variability for interaction lineups as compared to Genotype lineups. It is because some of the
interaction lineups were evaluated only once as we see for null plot 3 and 5 for Interaction
effect. This leads to the extreme proportion of correct since one response will either be correct
or wrong. The larger variability observed for Interaction lineups can be controlled at some
extent by evaluating them multiple times.
We fitted Model (3.7) to test if the mean performance vectors are similar for different
locations. For this we use anova() function of stats package of R Core Team (2012). The
results are shown in Table 3.7. The p-values for both Interaction and Genotype effect are much
bigger than the conventional threshold of 0.05. This suggest that there may be no difference
in location.
Table 3.7 The results obtained by fitting MANOVA Model (3.7).
Location Degrees of Freedom F test
Effect DF Pillai Approx. F Numerator Denumerator Residual p-value
Interaction 3 1.4783 0.7772 15 12 6 0.6821
Genotype 4 1.7796 1.1221 20 28 8 0.3824
We also examined whether the proportion of correct responses differs if the actual plot is
on the outer boundary or in the inner locations. The locations 7,8,9,12,13,14 in the lineup are
considered inner locations and the rest of the boundary locations are considered to be outer
location. As we see in Figure 3.8, location 9, 12 are inside for Interaction effect and location 8,
12 are inside for Genotype. It does not show any differences whether the actual plot is inside
or outer border of the lineup. We also fitted Model (3.7) with two locations, inner and outer,
as covariate and observed no significant differences.
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3.5 Conclusion
Human demographics have significant influence on performance in time taken to evaluate
a lineup. Some variations among the factors are observed in terms of probability of correct
evaluation. Age group 36-40, Countries other than India and United states, People who have a
graduate degree are significantly different. But their practical impact on probability to correctly
evaluate a lineup is very negligible and in some cases it diminishes as the lineup difficulties
increase or decrease. Gender does not have any significant effect on performance. Thus there
may be differences in time taken to evaluate a lineup for different human demographics but
the practical impact of demographics on the performance is very negligible. This result is very
important for the power of visual test as it demonstrates the robustness of the test for different
human factors.
Individual learning trend is observed in both time taken and observer performance. Some
individuals improved the performances while others showed decrease in their performances over
attempts. But the overall performance of the observers does not increase through successive
attempts while evaluating multiple lineups. This result suggests that the power estimated
for visual inference using human subject experiment is robust and may not change if those
participants are allowed to give feedback again. The skill in evaluating the lineup in shorter
time gets improved over successive evaluations. The earlier evaluations take significantly longer
time than the later evaluations. It suggests that the skilled person may only do it faster.
The simulation experiment reveals that there is no significant effect of location of actual
data plot in the lineup. This is important as the visual statistical inference procedure suggests
that the data plot be placed at random anywhere in the lineup. This paper suggests that
any random place in a lineup is as good as other places in the lineup. Even though there are
variations on the performance depending on different null sets, their impact on probability to
correctly evaluate a lineup is very negligible.
The subjects participating this study may not necessarily know about statistical graphics.
The numerous pilot studies done with more trained participants suggest that power of visual
statical inference may be higher for observers who have advanced knowledge about statistical
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graphics. The fact that a person with graduate degree performs better may be associated with
this. But a graduate degree does not necessarily mean to have training on statistical graphics.
More experiments may be needed to learn about the differences in power with trained and a
non-trained observer in terms of knowledge about statistical graphics.
This investigation allowed each observer to evaluate 10 lineups assuming that it would not
cause fatigue or disinterest toward the task of evaluating lineups. This assumption is made
based on the pilot studies. The future research may involve doing more experiments to check
if fewer or more than 10 lineups have any significant impact on performance of the observer.
The learning trend in terms of time taken shows downward trends. At some point it should
level of. It will be useful to know for how many lineups time taken levels off to decide how
many lineups is appropriate to show.
A lineup with fewer or larger than 20 plots may yield different results. If the size of the
lineup is much higher than 20, it is intuitive that there may be location effect of the data plot
in the lineup. It is because, the observer may get tired of scanning and may make decision
based on the partial scanning of the lineup. On the other hand fewer than 20 plots will allow
observer to compare the actual plot with fewer null plots giving more chance of picking actual
plot as an error not as an actual plot. These are the some of the issues that require further
investigation.
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CHAPTER 4. DESIGNING TURK EXPERIMENTS FOR VISUAL
STATISTICAL INFERENCE
A paper to be submitted to Journal of Statistical Software
Mahbubul Majumder, Heike Hofmann, Dianne Cook
Abstract
Human observers are needed to evaluate lineups that are used to test the significance of
findings using statistical graphics. One good option is to recruit people from online workplace
like Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). It provides features to create online task that allow
people to evaluate lineups and get paid. MTurk is designed for simple and easy tasks. The
technical design of the underlying experiment for lineup evaluation may be complex and the
tools available to design this from MTurk is just too simple. In this paper we present the design
of MTurk experiments for lineup evaluation, provide an alternative way to conduct the survey
on lineups by developing a separate web application and getting turk worker do their job from
that web site. The web site is now hosted on the Iowa State University public domain and
has been in use for multiple experiments (Majumder, 2013). It provides multiple features that
make it convenient to get lineups evaluated by online observers and obtain data in a secure
way.
Keywords: statistical graphics, lineup, Amazon Mechanical Turk, visual inference, visualiza-
tion, Crowdsourcing, Human Intelligence.
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4.1 Introduction
There have been some advancements in visual statistical inference since the concept was
first introduced by Buja et al. (2009). They proposed lineup protocol that allows testing the
significance of findings using statistical graphics. In visual statistical inference the test statistics
is a plot of the observed data. This plot is placed randomly in a layout of plots called lineup.
The rest of the plots, called null plots, in the lineups are generated using the data simulated
from the model specified by the null hypothesis. A human observer is asked to evaluate the
lineup. If the observer can detect the actual plot in the lineup, the null hypothesis is rejected.
A lineup is shown in Figure 4.1 where the observed scatterplot is displayed with a least
square line overlaid. Can you find which of these plots show the steepest slope? The null
plots are generated based on the hypothesis that the slope is zero. If the observed scatterplot
is detected, it indicates that observed plot is different from the null plots and hence provides
evidence against the null hypothesis.
Majumder et al. (2013b) further developed visual statistical inference by refining the termi-
nologies, presenting the ways to compute p-values associated with the visual test and providing
the methods of obtaining the power of the test. It is revealed that the power of visual test can
be as good as that of the best available conventional test and in some scenarios even better.
This work establishes the validity of lineup protocol to be used as a tool for statistical testing.
In the situations where no conventional test exists, visual inference can be the only inferential
procedure that does not compromise a lot on power because of its non-parametric nature and
few assumptions.
These developments open up a new area of statistical research where lineups need to be
evaluated by human observer. For small scale or day to day research it is possible to have
people around to get the lineups evaluated. But sometimes it is needed to have many observers
to evaluate lineups. For example, to assess the power of the visual test for different visual test
statistics Hofmann et al. (2012) recruited human observers to evaluate lineups. Roy Chowdhury
et al. (2012) used lineup protocol in practical applications. Other reasons to evaluate lineups
may be to present the results of the conventional test with visual tools such as lineup.
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Figure 4.1 A lineup of 20 scatter plots with least square line overlaid. Which of these plots
shows the steepest slope? Answer to this question can be found at the end of
conclusion.
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The power of visual test can be obtained theoretically under some assumptions on individual
behavior which was evident from experimental studies (Majumder et al., 2013b). In general it
is hard to obtain explicitly with a mathematical formula since it is very much dependent on
human observation. One approach to estimate the power is to recruit observers to evaluate
lineups generated with some known effect sizes. The proportion of correct evaluation can be
used as an estimate of the power for that effect size. Individual differences in the abilities of
correct evaluations of lineup were observed. Thus it is desirable to get observers as diverse as
possible.
This poses a new challenge to researcher to recruit people from a diverse pool of population.
Cost, time, data qualities and convenience are some of the issues that need to be dealt with.
Fortunately, we can use the services of Amazon Mechanical Turk web site for this which is
discussed in the following section.
4.1.1 Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)
Amazon (2010) Mechanical Turk or MTurk is an online work place where people from around
the world can perform tasks and get paid. Usually tasks are very simple and no specialized
training is necessary. Being a human is the main requirement. Tasks are designed for anyone to
do but some tasks may require that workers satisfy some skill level depending on the recruiters’
need. The tasks are designed to be done in a very short time. Humans are still better than
computers in performing these types of tasks. The the amount of money paid for each task is
very small as well. Figure 4.2 shows an MTurk task where an observer is asked to select an
option based on a picture.
It is very cheap and reliable to recruit people from MTurk and the results can be obtained
very fast. It allows distributing works to the thousands of workers around the world. The
another benefit is that a very diverse pool of subjects can be recruited which is otherwise
very hard to obtain for a study. The researchers can easily filter the workers based on their
experimental design, such as recruiting people only from a specific geographical location or
a group of people who satisfy certain criteria etc. The recruiter can decide who they pay or
not. Workers have to satisfy the task requirement to ensure payment. But at the end it is the
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Figure 4.2 An example of amazon mechanical turk task. Tasks are usually very simple and
designed for human evaluations. With each task, simple instructions are given
for workers to follow. The workers first accept the task before submitting their
response.
recruiter who has the final say. Usually recruiters pay promptly after the task has been done
properly and thats why MTurk is very popular among the online job seeker.
Because of its convenience it is getting popular for scientific research study as well. In
comparison with a lab study Suri and Watts (2010) performed the same study using MTurk
and demonstrated that their study results are as good as the lab study results even though
MTurk study required less time and cost while provided more convenience. Majumder et al.
(2013b) recruited people from MTurk for their simulation study in estimating the power of
visual statistical inference. They have done numerous pilot studies in lab before doing actual
MTurk study and found similar results. Mason and Suri (2012) explains various features of
MTurk and describes how it can be used as part of human behavioral study.
The simplicity of the MTurk task is the main factor for its popularity. Figure 4.2 shows
how simple an MTurk task could be. It is possible to get a lineup evaluated by creating such
a simple task. We just need to replace the picture in Figure 4.2 with the lineup in Figure 4.1
and change the answering options. But some times we may need more than one lineups to
be evaluated by an observer. We may need to show a random sample of lineups from a pool
of many lineups automatically. The questions the observer would answer while examining the
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lineup can be different based on different lineups. Moreover, It is convenient if the lineup is
clickable so that selection of plot can be made by the mouse click. To create an MTurk task
that has all these flexibilities, a web application needs to be created. The following section
discusses how the system would work.
4.1.2 Getting Turk Workforce
Once a web application is created, there are two options to run it; one is to run it inside
MTurk system using their API and the other is to develop a new web site separate from MTurk.
For additional control we picked the second option and planned to separate this application
from MTurk system and designed our own web site to run the application. It enables us to
display the lineups to the observers with a lot of flexibilities. As an added benefit the data can
be directly saved in a local database server instead of getting it from MTurk.
Figure 4.3 shows how the plan works. First an MTurk task is created for the workers to
review and decide whether they want to do the task based on the parameters like payment
amount, estimated time the task may take to finish and how hard the task seems to be etc.
Workers are informed that the task has to be done outside the MTurk system from another
web site. Once the workers accept the task they are redirected to our web site where multiple
lineups are shown for evaluations. After the required number of evaluations has been received,
a code is generated which the workers need to submit back in MTurk system to complete the
task. The code is matched with the code in our database to process payment through MTurk
system.
MTurk provides workers who usually do the simple tasks available for them. Thus, for line-
ups to be evaluated a simple task needs to be created through MTurk. This may be a challenge
for the researchers who want to make statistical decisions based on lineups or need to study the
power of visual tests. They need a system that can provide an easy solution to this challenge
while giving them flexibilities how they want to present the lineups. This paper provides a
complete solution to this. It is organized the way a researcher may work with the experiments
related to lineups and like to get feedback data from the observer. Section 4.2 presents the
detailed description of an experiment with lineups and things to consider while creating a turk
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Figure 4.3 Amazon Mechanical Turk workflow shows how data are collected through turk
experiment web and payment is processed through MTurk system.
task. Section 4.3 presents the design of an web application to get lineups evaluated with ad-
ditional flexibilities and options that may not be possible through MTurk system. Section 4.4
describes how to create an MTurk task, mange workers and process payments. Finally Section
4.5 presents some data obtained from various experiments done through the web application
and discusses about the quality of the data.
4.2 Experiment Design
If a lineup is created from the actual observed data, the web application presented in
Section 4.3 can be used to get it evaluated. In that case we do not need to design a simulation
experiment. This section will be useful when a simulation experiment is needed to examine
different visual test statistics and compare the power (Majumder et al., 2013b). To examine
the effectiveness of certain plots in displaying the data one may want to design an experiment
with lineup (Hofmann et al., 2012). In any cases, the two major considerations are the choice
of parameters to simulate lineups and number of people needed to evaluate a lineup.
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4.2.1 Selecting Parameter to Simulate Lineup
In any experimental design we need to have some control. For a simulation experiment with
lineup, this refers to the parameters related to a lineup. This depends on what the purpose of
the experiment is. For example, to compare the power of a parametric test one may fix the
parameter specified by alternative hypothesis and generate data from that model. This data
can be considered as the observed data. A lineup can be created by placing this observed data
plot in a layout where rest of the data plots come from the model specified by the null model
(Majumder et al., 2013b).
In addition to the hypothesized parameter of interest, other parameters that may need to
be fixed include sample sizes, variability in the data, error structure etc. These parameters
produce the effect sizes and are responsible for any detectable signal in the lineup. Thus for a
simulation study a range of effects sizes need to be considered. It is a little bit tricky to decide
what exact effect sizes are appropriate. For example in Majumder et al. (2013b) the parameters
were chosen so that they produce a smoother power curve of a conventional test. But in general
this depends on what the researchers may want to test and control in an experimental study.
4.2.2 Procedure to Simulate Data Plot
In the simulation study the very first step is to generate a random sample of data from the
model of interest with pre-specified parameters. We call this data set observed data. Every
time we do that we get a new set of observed data which may produce an estimated parameter
very different than the actual parameter specified to generate the data. But it is important
to have an observed data closely representing the parameters chosen since other null plots will
be compared to this data plot in a lineup. One solution to this is to take some replications of
lineups for the same effect size.
While the effect of the natural variability of the observed data set can be controlled by taking
the replication of few samples, it is desirable to study whether we can reduce this variability
further to some extent. For this we pick the example of a simple linear regression model and
examines how the data plot can be generated that best represents the specified parameter.
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Consider a linear regression model
Yi = β0 + βX + i (4.1)
where i
iid∼ N(0, σ2), i = 1, 2, .., n. The covariate X can be continuous or discrete. As discussed
in Section 4.2.1 we specify the parameters sample size n=300, regression slope β=3 and error
standard deviation σ=12 to simulate observed data.
To make sure that the observed data set truly represents the Model (4.1) we suggest three
approaches. One is Kolmogorov test statistic approach and the other two approaches are quan-
tiles of p-values and closeness of estimated parameters to the true parameters. To illustrate
the three approaches we used Model (4.1) as an example but the idea can be extended to any
situation. The three approaches are discussed below.
Kolmogorov test statistic approach: In this approach we simulate 1000 data sets from
Model (4.1) and obtain Kolmogorov test statistic for each set of data as below.
Dn = sup
x
|Fn(x)− F (x)|
where Fn(x) =
1
n
∑n
i=1 IXi≤x be the empirical distribution function of fitted residuals, IXi≤x be
the indicator function equal to 1 if Xi ≤ x and equal to 0 otherwise and F (x) be the cumulative
function of normal with mean zero(0) and variance σ2. We keep the data set that has minimum
value for Kolmogorov test statistic since for this data set Fn(x) should be the closest to the
desired normal model.
Quantiles of p-value approach: For a simulated observed data set we can obtain the
p-value associated with testing H0 : β = 0. The distribution of p-value is uniform under
null hypothesis but under alternative it has a right skewed distribution. Figure 4.4 shows
the distribution of p-values for sample size n=300, regression slope β=3 and error standard
deviation σ=12. If we generate a data set randomly there is a 21% chance that the data will
show a p-value of 0.25 or more even though we generated data set with non-zero β = 3. We
need to make sure that the simulated data does not come from this extreme end. Additionally,
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we want some replications so that this extreme effect can be controlled at some level. For this
example we intend to pick three replications.
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Figure 4.4 Distribution of p-values under alternative hypothesis (H1 : β=3) for sample size
n=300 and error standard deviation σ=12.
In this approach we generate 1000 data sets from the model of interest and obtain p-values
for each data set after fitting the same model. We construct 3 blocks of p-values such as
(0.0-q33), (q33-q66), (q66-1) where qi is the ith percentile in the distribution of the p-values.
We randomly select three data sets that have corresponding p-values in the above quantile
range. Notice that if we like to have three replications of plots, we will have observed data
sets with smaller p-values as the distribution is highly right skewed as well as the 33th and
66th percentiles of p-values are 0.0101 and 0.077 respectively. So, another option may be to
take the mid points of those quantile ranges and pick the data sets that produce those p-values.
Closeness of estimated parameters: When we simulate a data set from the Model
(4.1) and fit the model to the data set again, we do not get the parameters estimates same as
what we fixed while simulation. For example, with a simulated observed data we obtained a
parameter estimates of 0.5 for true β = 3. We want a data set where the parameter is closed
to our fixed slope β = 3. In this approach we generate 1000 data sets and pick the data set
that shows most close estimates of parameters compared to true parameter values. We do this
three times to obtain three replications of the data.
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All of these three approaches discussed above have some problems. Kolmogorov method
does not necessarily make sure that estimated parameters are close to the true parameters.
On the other hand closeness of estimated parameters does not make sure that p-value is small
enough when we should reject the null hypothesis. Only the quantiles approach seems rea-
sonable as it has much control over p-values and it gives similar data sets that has closest
parameter estimates. So we suggest the quantiles of p-value approach to generate observed
data with specific effect size.
4.2.3 Sample size estimation
For any experiment it is important to determine the sample size. It is not only related
to time and cost of the experiment but also associated with the validity of the results. In
simulation experiment with lineup the sample size means the number of evaluations per lineup.
It is different than the number of people who evaluates lineup. If multiple lineups are evaluated
by a person, sample size will be larger than number of people recruited from MTurk. For
example, if a lineup needs to be evaluated 20 times, we need at least 20 persons since each
person does not see the same lineup more than once. This will also enable us to get 10 lineups
evaluated if all of these 20 people evaluate 10 lineups each. But all the lineups don’t require
same number of evaluations. For easy or difficult lineups fewer evaluations are needed.
One approach to assess number of evaluations that are required for a lineup is to have a
prior idea of proportion correct responses for the that lineup. For a given proportion p we want
to have margin of error (ME) to be at most 0.05. Thus we have
ME = 1.96
√
1
n
p(1− p) ≤ 0.05
which gives us the estimation of minimum sample size
n ≥ p(1− p)
(0.05/1.96)2
.
If we do not have any prior idea of proportion of correct or power, we may rely on the power
of a similar conventional test if available. This can be assumed to be the power or proportion
correct for that lineup. Other ways of having an estimate of sample size can be very specific
to the problem of interest and should be computed as required by the specific problem.
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4.2.4 Test and Training Lineup
It is desirable that some lineups be displayed to the MTurk workers so that they can become
familiar with the experimental environment before they participate the actual experiment. It
is important to setup this properly. These training lineups should be easy and feedback should
be provided right after the response is received. The purpose is to give them an idea how the
actual task would look like. The workers may or may not opt for trying the training lineups.
Another option is to make this training mandatory to participate the experiment. The
MTurk workers should have certain proportion of correct responses on these training lineups
to be allowed to participate. This is often practiced in MTurk task and the workers are very
familiar with this approach. In MTurk language it is called the qualification of the worker.
Thus to design a MTurk task it is important to fix a standard qualification of the worker.
Other things that need to be considered include number of training lineups and how the
lineups should be shown. Training should not take much longer. Two or three lineups can
provide enough training. The training lineups can be randomly selected from a very small
number of lineups. That may produce repetition which may help the MTurk workers to retest
their skills on the lineup they might have a wrong selection before.
There should be a test lineup when the workers evaluate multiple lineups in actual experi-
ment. This test lineup can be used to process payment and detect any unusual responses. The
test lineup should be super easy to evaluate so that anyone can detect the data plot without
much effort.
It is helpful if some example lineups are presented with the experimental description. Ex-
ample lineup does not have to be of the size similar to the actual lineup. it can be of size three
or four so that more than one lineup can be placed on a page for demonstration of the task.
This helps the worker decide whether they are willing to participate the experiment at all.
4.2.5 Plan for a Turk Task
To make a good use of MTurk crowd source, it is important to split any big project into
small pieces or Tasks. To present each task for the workers to do, a Human Intelligence Task or
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HIT needs to be designed which includes crisp and clear instructions of the task, descriptions
of specific input and output desired and payment information. To design a HIT for lineups to
be evaluated we need to consider the following issues;
• IRB approval: Since this is a human subject experiment proper approval has to be
taken from Institutional Review Board or IRB. This approval includes how the task will
be performed, how the anonymity of the subjects will be maintained etc. For this we
plan to have a consent form which the MTurk workers have to agree before participating
the experiment. The consent form needs to be approved by IRB.
• Lineup question: Each lineup should be presented with a question that the worker is
asked to answer. The question needs to be clear and technical words should be removed
as the MTurk workers may not be aware of those terms. The question is important for
lineups as well. Very common question to evaluate a lineup is “Which plot is the most
different?”. But for complicated studies the question may be quite different (Majumder
et al., 2013a).
• Data input: For lineup experiments input data mainly refer to the information about
lineups that are going to be presented for evaluations. Lineups may be presented in
some sequence or completely at random. We need to decide whether a test lineup will
be included or not in the pool of lineups going to be presented. Some other inputs may
accompany with each lineup. Those include lineup question, how many lineups to be
evaluated by the worker etc. Anything that the worker will see changing with each lineup
is considered as data input to the worker. For different experimental needs this input
may be different. For example, one may decide to let the worker know if each evaluation
made is correct or wrong after the feedback has been submitted. This is an input for the
worker.
• Data output: This means the data to be collected from the MTurk workers. That
includes mainly the response on lineup question. Single or multiple responses can be
requested for each lineup. Other optional data that may be collected are as follows;
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1. Demographic information of the observer
2. Supplementary information such as reasons or confidence levels of the response pro-
vided
3. Location information
4. Time of the evaluation
• Payment: Payment plays an important role on data quality and how fast the data can
be collected. It depends on how many lineups are being evaluated by a worker, how much
time it may require to finish the task or how hard the task is in general. The MTurk
convention is to pay as per an hourly rate of $6. But some times it may be more or less
depending on the task type. For some easy tasks it may require longer time to evaluate
reducing the pay rate by hour. Other tasks which are difficult but can be done very fast
will have a increase payment rate.
4.3 Web Application for Turk Experiment
A web site is developed to get lineups evaluated by human observers (Majumder, 2013).
It provides all the features needed for a simulation experiment with lineups but yet remains
simple enough for the online workers to provide feedbacks. This section describes the technical
details of the site.
The web application is built using server side scripting language PHP embedded in HTML.
JavaScript is used to control the client side work flow such as preventing missing information,
showing instructional messages etc. MySQL database is used to store data for dynamic presen-
tation of lineup and recording observer feedbacks. The application also records the ip address
of the observer’s machine and the times at which each lineup is displayed and evaluation is
received.
4.3.1 Form Design
Designing a data collection form is very critical in turk experiments. As we see from Figure
4.2 that a turk task needs to be as simple as possible. This is what the turk workers are
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prepared for. Making a complex form may turn out bad and jeopardize the whole purpose of
the experiment.
Keeping these in mind, two web forms are designed to collect information from the turk
workers. The first form shown in Figure 4.5 collects feedback information about a single lineup.
The information collected through this form is all about the lineup that includes plot number
selected, reasons for selection and the confidence level of the selection. Each turk user is
identified by the nick name which is mainly the turk ID. It looks simple and it is indeed simple
for the turk worker to provide feedback using this form. But it is not simple in design as all the
information on this form are coming from database including the question on top of the lineup.
This dynamic page provides a lot of features in customizing how one may want to display the
lineup.
Figure 4.5 A sample data collection form. Lineups are presented at random for evaluations
by the turk workers. Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) is used so that observer can
click on the lineup to pick certain plot. Once a plot is selected it gets shaded and
the number appears in the choice text box.
One of the nice features of the form in Figure 4.5 is the use of Scalable Vector Graphics
(SVG) for lineup which enables an observer to give feedback with the ease of just a mouse
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click. If the observer changes mind he or she can click the plot again and deselect it. If needed
multiple selection of plots can be allowed, order of selection and deselection can be recorded
with time taken for each action. That is what we meant by saying it is complex in design.
It is possible to let workers see the statistics of their total feedbacks with number of correct
evaluations. This feature can be opted out easily if not necessary. The workers have to provide
their turk ID and for next evaluation they don’t have to type it again. This allows the worker
give feedback using only mouse click. Thats what we meant by saying it is simple for turk
worker.
Once the data is submitted a feedback can be provided whether their choice was correct
or wrong. This feature can also be opted out easily if not needed. The design of the feedback
form is shown in Figure 4.6. This form is also used to collect demographic and educational
information about the worker. After the required number of evaluations are obtained, a pass
code is given as a proof of the completion of the task which is used for payment purpose later.
Figure 4.6 The turk workers are given feedbacks whether their evaluation for each lineup was
correct or not. This works as an incentive for the worker to work more enthusiasti-
cally. To ensure the payment, the turk workers have to provide their demographic
information using this form.
Each worker is shown some specific number of lineups for evaluation. These lineups are
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randomly selected from a pool of lineups designed for evaluations. The algorithm of how the
lineups should be selected to show and what would be the order of display is implemented in
the form shown in Figure 4.5. Also there is a check for invalid or missing information which is
implemented using javascript. If users try to go forward without giving any feedback they are
not allowed to do that showing a warning message.
4.3.2 Database design
The design of the database to store the collected data is shown in Figure 4.7. It is designed
such a way that data from many different experiments can be stored in the same database. In
total five separate tables are used. Table turk worker contains static information about each
turk worker. The location information of each turk worker is stored in ip detals table. The
information in this table is collected later based on the ip address of each turk worker. Table
picture delais contains the static information about each lineup. Table feedback is a dynamic
table that grows with the number of feedbacks from each turk worker. The multiple activities
of the worker are recorded in turk activity table. This table also contains the codes provided
to the workers once they finish the experiment.
ip_address 
nick_name 
start_time 
end_time 
pic_id 
response_no 
conf_level 
choice_reason 
description 
feedback 
nick_name 
age 
gender 
academic_study 
ip_address 
turk_worker 
pic_id       
sample_size        
test_param       
param_value           
p_value 
obs_plot_location          
pic_name        
experiment        
difficulty 
picture_details 
nick_name 
survey_string   
time_string   
job_matched      
test_job    
job_status 
turk_activity 
ip_address 
country_code 
country_name  
region_code  
region_name         
city     
postcode     
latitude    
longitude 
ip_details 
Figure 4.7 Relational database design for MTurk experiment data collection. The same
database can be used for multiple turk experiments by keeping experiment in-
formation in picture details table which contains information about the lineups.
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The primary key in feedback table is produced by nick name and pic id since no workers
are allowed to provide multiple feedbacks on the same lineup. In all other tables the first field
names shown in Figure 4.7 are the primary keys. For the implementation of the web application
we used MySQL database located on a local server securely accessible from public locations.
4.3.3 Data collection
The homepage of the web displays detailed explanation on how one can perform the task of
evaluating the lineups. Several examples with possible answers are provided. It is possible to
customize how the workers will proceed from the home page. There are two options; one is to
allow them to continue the task where no trial is needed. The second option is to force them
to try some lineup before joining the actual experiment. The trial feedbacks are not recorded.
As per the requirement of Institutional Review Board (IRB) the workers need to provide the
informed consent. For this they have to read and agree with specific IRB approved informed
consent. The flow chart for this data collection sequence is shown in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8 Data collection work flow shows that workers can try some test lineups before
going to the live experiment after providing informed consent. This design gives
the flexibility to make the trial mandatory, if needed, so that without having
enough correct trial evaluations the actual participation can be prevented.
The default information that the system is designed to collect from each individual is shown
in Table 4.1. Data received from each individual will be automatically saved in a secured mysql
server.
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Table 4.1 Default information the web application collects from each individual
Information Description
Identification Nick name or any ID to determine the responses
of an Individual
Response number The number of the plot on the lineup plot which
the individual thinks the most different than
other 19 plots.
Reason of of choice Reason why the individual chooses the plot
Confidence level Confidence level of individual choice
Age group The age group where the individual belongs
Education The highest level of education completed
Gender Male or female
Geographic Location This information is collected through the ip ad-
dress of the individual computer
Time taken Time taken for each response
4.3.4 Data Security and Validity
Since the experiment is based on online participations and related to monetary affairs,
it is important to maintain certain security for the data collection. The attempt to provide
random data or irrelevant information as well as harmful actions need to be prevented. Some
cautious attempts are taken to add security to the data. Server side scripting language PHP
is used to connect to database and access or save data. For transferring data from one form
to another PHP session variables are used. Cookies are avoided carefully so that no important
informations are saved in the cookies.
To prevent missing information and invalid input client side control is applied using JavaScripts.
Most of the cases options or combo boxes are used instead of free text boxes to avoid invalid
input. This also made the task easy to perform and convenient for the workers. For controlling
some flow of the work such as showing various messages, JavaScripts are used as well. Careful
consideration are made so that no important informations are stored in the java variable or
function that could easily be revealed.
4.4 Managing Turk Task
Amazon (2010) Mechanical Turk website provides various features that are helpful to main-
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tain and organize the task and manage the workers. Creating, posting, accepting or rejecting
tasks and processing payment can be done from the MTurk system. It is also possible to screen
out workers as needed. For example, none will be interested to recruit people who have a very
bad reputation. This information can be obtained from each worker’s previous work history of
total number of accepted task out of total number of submitted task. The web application we
developed is for presenting lineups in a flexible way the researcher may want as per the exper-
imental design and collecting data. To get people to the web application we need to design a
turk task in MTurk system.
4.4.1 Creating Task for Lineup Evaluation
To create a MTurk task some parameters have to be specified. The task descriptions need
to be as simple as possible. This description makes the first impression about the task along
with the amount of money to be paid for each task. Once the worker agrees to do the task
they may come to the web site designed for lineup evaluation. Thus it is important to provide
them with enough information so that they don’t have to spend much time after coming to the
web application. Some other parameters that need to be specified are discussed below.
• The number of workers to recruit has to be provided so that the turk task remains open
until some specific number of people do the task. This is related to the sample size of the
data we intend to collect on each lineup.
• Time allowed to finish each task has to be specified. Once a specific time period is set
up the task will be expired after that time and the worker can’t submit it anymore. The
worker has to finish the task by that time period once he or she agrees to do the task.
• Qualifications needed to view and perform the task may be specified so that only desired
participants can do the task. It depends on the population of interest as per the experi-
mental design. For example one may only allow workers who have a history of doing at
least 100 tasks and out of which a specific percent of tasks have been approved by other
recruiters.
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• Duration of the task is the period of time the task is available for workers to do. If the time
period is over the task will not be available no matter whether all the required number of
workers have participated or not. This duration is important as each payment has to be
finalized by this time period. Otherwise, all the workers will be paid automatically after
this time period no matter whether the the task is accepted or rejected. Some times it
is helpful to set up a longer duration and see how long it takes before all the tasks get
completed.
• Finally, the workers are redirected to the web site designed for lineup evaluation. MTurk
workers should be informed clearly that they will be redirected to a new website from
where they will provide feedback. The whole task including the instructions and proce-
dures in the web application should be presented as per the task plan described in Section
4.2.5.
4.4.2 Accepting or Rejecting the Task
There is no hard and fast rule to follow while accepting or rejecting the tasks submitted by
the MTurk workers. Since MTurk task are very simple and payment amount is very small the
general convention is to pay every worker who submitted the task properly as instructed. The
task should not be rejected based on the quality of work unless it clearly demonstrates that
the task was not performed properly and irrelevant or garbage data were provided. It is very
unusual to get garbage data from MTurk workers since they are well aware that this conduct
may harm their reputation as a worker. So, proper caution needs to be taken while rejecting
a task. Some times it may happen that the workers provided invalid data unintentionally. In
that case we recommend to accept the task and pay for trying the task.
It is very difficult to detect whether a worker is giving data by properly inspecting the
lineup or just at random. This can be monitored by putting a test lineup which is very easy
to evaluate. The worker can be informed that there will be a test lineup which need to be
correctly evaluated to make sure the task is accepted. This may prevent worker giving random
data and it is easier to accept or reject tasks based on this criteria.
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There may be mistakes made by the worker such as giving a wrong ID or a invalid input
even though the whole task is properly done as instructed. In this case the task should be
accepted and payment should be made. This encourages the workers and they appreciate the
recruiters sincerity and provide good feedbacks. This does not happen frequently if qualified
workers are recruited such as who had at least a certain number of percentage of tasks approved
previously.
Other criteria to accept or reject the tasks may be more complex based on the experimental
needs. For example one may accept the task if certain percentage of the easy lineups are
correctly evaluated. This criteria can be used if multiple number of easy lineups are shown for
evaluation. For example if there are 3 easy lineups and none of them were correctly evaluated
it is most likely that the feedbacks were provided randomly. Some times it may happen that
out of 10 lineups 3 difficult lineups were correctly evaluated but all the three easy lineups were
wrongly evaluated. In that case the payment should be made since it is very unlikely that out
of 10 lineups a total of 3 lineups would be correctly evaluated by just random response.
The payment of the workers is directly associated with the rejection of the work. If the task
is not accepted the payment to the worker is denied and reasons for rejecting the tasks should
be clear so that the worker doesn’t get confused.
4.4.3 Managing Worker
Accepting the task and processing the payment in a timely manner may make a good
impression about the task and the recruiter. This is helpful for the recruiter’s reputation so that
in future the recruiter can get the job done faster. Since the MTurk worker will always prefer
the tasks posted by a good recruiter. Besides this we provide some good worker management
strategy as below.
• Not all the workers put the same effort while doing the task. Some workers spend much
time and perform the task sincerely and follow the instructions very carefully. That effort
is observable in their responses and time taken for each evaluations as well as from the
textual feedbacks such as writing choice reasons in details. We recommend paying bonus
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to those workers in addition to the regular payment.
• If a work is not worth paying bonus payment we still recommend to appreciate each
work. Even when the task gets rejected a proper explanation of rejection along with an
appreciation for at least trying to participate the experiment is very useful for a recruiter’s
good image.
• Some workers may email to learn more about the experiment. Some times they may face
technical troubles which needs to be taken care of promptly. A timely communication
with worker is necessary and emails should be responded as promptly as possible. It is
important as they can report any trouble to IRB which may create unpleasant issues with
the human subject experiment.
• It is recommended to reject the task if it is not submitted as required. Some times this
may produce dispute and the workers may become upset and still demand payment. We
recommend to be strict to the decision and for any further administrative control there is
an option to block the worker if necessary. After all this is a work place and it is expected
that the worker maintain the work place environment.
4.5 Turk Experiment Data
We have performed 10 different experiments using the web application described in Sec-
tion 4.3. Table 4.2 presents the tasks and payment details of all the 10 experiments. Experiment
1 was the first experiment and the largest number of tasks were rejected in that experiment.
But this experiment provides valuable information about how to upgrade the web site to avoid
invalid input and missing information. Thus in the later experiments we did not see a lot of
tasks to get rejected.
The hourly payment rates shown in Table 4.2 are based on the time periods beginning from
the times the tasks were accepted by the worker to the time they were submitted to the MTurk
system. It is different from the time taken to actually evaluate the lineups. Since in between
the workers need to go to the web application, get the codes after they finish the tasks and
finally put the code to MTurk system. The pay rate is almost similar for all the experiment
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Table 4.2 Amazon mechanical turk experiments and their properties. Duration in hours per
100 tasks show the popularity of some tasks compared to others.
Experiment Total Task Average Duration (hour) Payment Pay rate
Serial description submitted rejected time(min) Actual 100 task $/task $/hour
1 Boxplot 406 106 10.68 146.48 36.08 0.50 2.81
2 Scatterplot 359 9 10.80 42.68 11.89 1.00 5.58
3 Contaminated plot 219 19 13.53 126.17 57.61 1.00 2.22
4 Polar vs Cartesian 110 10 20.65 11.65 10.59 1.00 2.91
5 Hist vs density 234 37 17.85 41.57 17.76 1.00 3.36
6 Violin vs boxplot 417 17 17.95 105.87 25.39 1.00 3.34
7 Group separation 106 6 16.13 5.15 4.86 1.00 3.72
8 Sine Illusion 101 1 16.52 78.38 77.60 1.00 3.63
9 Gene expression 103 3 12.47 11.27 10.94 0.50 2.41
10 Test normality 406 6 22.70 74.35 18.31 1.00 2.64
except for experiment 2. The payment amount was decided based on the MTurk standard of
$6 per hour and we can see that for experiment 2. Based on the experiment 1 and 2, the
payment for each task was fixed to $1, but in practice, it appears to be much less than that.
It is because, workers spent long time in between lineups.
The duration of an experiment to finish depends on the time it was posted and the number
of interested workers available on that time. It also depends on how attractive the experiment
is in terms of appearance and payment. Even though the payment was similar for all the
experiments, we observed some experiments were finished much faster than others. Experiment
8 took long time to finish which is about 77 hours for 100 tasks while experiment 7 took only
4.86 hours to finish 100 task.
Figure 4.9 shows the comparative durations of time for 100 tasks in each of the experiments.
Even though experiment 8 (sine illusion) took longer to finish it got the least number of rejected
tasks.
4.5.1 Data Cleaning
Data cleaning is different than accepting and rejecting the task. There may be some tasks
for which payment is provided but yet the tasks may need to be excluded from the study. It
is because there may be some participants who did not put in a best effort to identify the
data plot in the lineup, but just randomly picked a plot to maximize their ’winnings’. We
present following six suggestions about cleaning data from turk experiments where each worker
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Figure 4.9 Percentage of rejected tasks and duration of each experiment in hour per 100
tasks for each of the 10 experiments. Most of the tasks got rejected for box plot
experiment. Even though the sine illusion experiment took longest to finish the
rejection rate is lowest for this experiment.
evaluates multiple lineups.
1. include all participants and their evaluations
2. exclude all participants’ evaluations, who did not share their demographic informa-
tion (age, gender education level – all three pieces of information are either missing or
all present).
3. exclude participants’ records, if none of the evaluations correctly identified the data
plot – every participant was shown a range of ‘easy’ lineups.
4. include participants’ records, if at least 20 percent of the evaluations are correct –
based on ten evaluations per participants, two correct evaluations are significant evidence
against a person just guessing
5. include participants’ records, if at least 50% of all very easy lineups are correct
6. use easy lineups as reference charts: sample one easy lineup from a person’s records. If
that lineup is evaluated correctly, include all (other) lineups of that person, otherwise
exclude all lineup evaluations by this participant.
These screening criteria may be applied based on the specific design of the study and
experimental evidence. For example Majumder et al. (2013b) used criteria 6 to clean the data.
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4.5.2 Selection Bias
There is always a concern of selection biases with any online study. First of all in online study
only those who use internet can participate. For a turk experiment the pool of participants
even shrinks further to those who work in MTurk system.
Other biases may be due to the time the task is posted online, setting up specific qualification
or even payment amount. A task which is posted at noon in central time in USA is less likely
to be seen from Indian region since that is the midnight in that area. This may produce an
artificial filter to the data which may come only from certain geographical location. If a specific
qualification of the task is required not all the workers are able to view and perform that task.
Also, if payment amount is very small many worker may not even review the task.
While selection bias may influence the results of some experimental study it is not much
of an issue for experiment with lineups. In terms of demographic factors and geographic
location MTurk provides much diversity in the participants as studied by Majumder et al.
(2013a). Moreover it is observed that the human factors do not have any practical impact on
the probability of correctly identifying the data plot in the lineup.
4.6 Conclusion
This paper presents a complete solution to the problem of designing a simulation experiment
for lineup and recruiting people to get the lineups evaluated. The online application design
provides features to control how the multiple lineups can be presented to an observer. Scalable
Vector Graphics (SVG) are used for lineup so that observer can click on the lineup to pick
certain plot. This also made the multiple plot selections from a lineup easier and convenient.
The web site is used for multiple online experiments.
One of the main features of the web application is that it produces simple task for the
worker but still retains many flexibilities to the researcher who need lineups to be evaluated as
per complex experimental requirement. The design of this application allows recruiting people
from any source not necessarily just from MTurk. The web application is now hosted on Iowa
State University public domain (Majumder, 2013) and any number of experiments can be done
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through this web site without changing the core of this application.
The next direction of this work is to make a complete package so that anyone can reproduce
this web application, customize according to their needs and run the MTurk experiments as part
of their research that involves lineups. This will also help lineup protocol to be used frequently
in making inferential decisions since it will provide the required flexibilities and convenience.
We also intend to set up a web application for public use where researcher can put their
lineup for online evaluation. The observer can be recruited from MTurk or any other sources
including local lab participants.
Answer to the question in Figure 4.1 is 2.
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The three papers presented in this thesis established the validity of lineup protocol to use
it as a tool for testing statistical hypothesis. Visual statistical inference is developed further by
presenting the definitions of the terminologies. The methods of computing power of the visual
test are proposed. Under some condition which is supported by experimental data, the power
is obtained theoretically. A head to head comparison with the best available conventional test
for regression slope is performed. The result suggests that visual test performs better when
the effect size is large. For some super-visual individuals the performance is better even for
small effect size. The influence of human factors on the visual test are examined and it is found
that for some demographic and geographic factors the performance is better. But the practical
impact of human factors is very negligible. Detailed procedures of human subject experiments
are presented and the design of an web application to get lineups evaluated by human observer
is provided. It offers various features that can be used by the researchers who intend to use
lineup in decision making.
5.1 Future Work
This thesis opens up new areas of statistical research, new questions are now needed to be
answered. The future research includes the in-depth analysis of these questions.
• What are the characteristics for the best visual test statistics? A follow up experiment
was conducted using an eye-tracker to examine which patterns or features participants are
cueing on in making their choices while evaluating a lineup Zhao et al. (2012). This gives
important hints about the effective visual test statistics. Our future research involves
characterizing the features of a visual test statistic in terms of color, orientation and plot
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type that produces best power.
• Can inference be included in basic statistics curriculum? Our experimental data suggest
that visual inference is a very intuitive decision making process which does not reacquire
advanced knowledge on mathematics or statistics. The statistical inferential technique
could be included in elementary school curriculum to prepare them well ahead for ad-
vanced statistical inferential technique. This requires more experiments and analysis.
But it could a broad area of research for statistics education.
• What is the best lineup size? The experimental setups in Chapter 2 are based on the
lineup of size 20. A theoretical justification of picking lineup size 20 is also given. The
lineup size is associated with the type-I error of the test. But how actually a different size
affect the performance of the observer is yet to be examined by proper experiment. A
lineup of size 10 may be faster to evaluate compared to a lineup of size 30. More research
is needed to learn how the size of the lineup helps or affects the evaluation process.
• Can visual inference be used in big data problem? This dissertation work shows promises
for lineup protocol to be used in big data scenarios where it is hard to find a conventional
way of making inferential decisions. Some of the applications of the lineups are shown
in Hofmann et al. (2012) and Roy Chowdhury et al. (2012). It would be interesting to
investigate the application further with a situation where only visual inference would be
a solution for inference. The future research may explore this with big data.
• Does a person well trained on statistical graphics yield better power?We have observed
subject to subject variability in the performance of evaluating a lineup. If an observer is
well trained on statistical graphics, it may help an observer to critically examine the lineup
in the direction of the question asked while showing the lineup. The skilled observers
may perform better than the unskilled observers who do not have any exposure to or
knowledge about statistical graphics. But this difference in performance of skilled and
unskilled observer needs to be examined using controlled experimental set up.
• Does multiple response option yield better power? While in most of our experiments only
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one response was taken from each observer, in some of the experiments observers were
allowed to pick multiple plots from a lineup. Apparently, flexibility of multiple responses
did not show any improvement in observer performance. This needs to be explored further
to study if the multiple responses indeed improve the power of the visual inference.
5.1.1 Mathematical Framework of Visual Inference
In visual inferential procedure, the test statistic is a plot which is not a random variable in
classical definition. But it is a function of data and hence inherits uncertainty due to sampling
variations. Thus it is required to broaden the scope of the definition of random variable to
bring the statistical inference world under a more general mathematical framework.
Mathematicians have done a lot of work to give the mathematical framework for statistical
methods and procedures. But statistical techniques are expanding its horizon and due to prac-
tical necessity it is not limiting its fundamental base on some limited mathematical framework.
Visual statistical inference is such an example. This is where we need to focus on how we can
come up with a more general mathematical framework for statistical inference as a whole.
As we see in chapter 2, the concept of the power of a visual test is no more depending on
some limited regularity conditions. Rather, the fundamental classical assumption for uniformly
most powerful (UMP) test made it more vulnerable in front of newly developed visual inference
procedure. In this perspective we need to focus on making the current mathematical framework
more general to incorporate broader area of inferential statistics. I intend to work on this area
in near future.
5.2 Final Remark
Visual statistical Inference offers promises when there is no formal way of testing hypothesis
available. Even when a conventional test exists, this modern age of data driven society produces
such an abundance of data that it is very easy to obtain statistical significance. Because with
huge amount of data, one may reduce the random error variability to arbitrarily small. This
brings new challenges with conventional tests since we only care for practical significance.
Visual statistical inference may provide practical significance.
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APPENDIX A. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS OF CHAPTER 2
The materials in this document supplement the information presented in the manuscript
“Validation of Visual Statistical Inference, Applied to Linear Models”. Section A.1 presents
the proof of the Lemma 2.3.1 in the manuscript. Section A.2 describes how the lineups are
presented to the subjects for evaluation. The data cleaning process is described in Section A.3,
supplementing Section 2.6.1 of the manuscript. A detailed discussion on how much the sample
of null plots might affect the observer’s choice is in Section A.4, supplementing a summary
given in Section 2.6.7 of the manuscript. Section A.5 contains more discussion about Type-III
error, and supplements Section 2.6.8 of the manuscript.
A.1 Proof of the Lemma
The proof of the Lemma 2.3.1 in the manuscript is shown below;
Proof. By definition
pD = Pr (|t| ≥ tobs | H0) = 1− F|t|(tobs) ⇒ |tobs| = F−1|t| (1− pD)
Then the distribution function of the p-value, pD, under H0, is uniform, since:
FpD(p) = Pr(pD ≤ p) = 1− Pr(1− pD ≤ 1− p)
= 1− Pr
(
F−1|t| (1− pD) ≤ F−1|t| (1− p)
)
= 1− Pr
(
|tobs| ≤ F−1|t| (1− p)
)
= 1− F|t|
(
F−1|t| (1− p)
)
= p ; under H0 (A.1)
Let p0,i, i = 1, ...,m−1 denote the p-values associated with data corresponding to the m−1
null plots. Since this data is generated consistently with the null hypothesis, the p-values are
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independent and follow a standard Uniform distribution, pi,0 ∼ U [0, 1], i = 1, ...,m − 1. The
minimum p0 = min1≤i≤m−1 p0,i then follows a Beta distribution with shape parameters 1 and
m− 1, and corresponding distribution function
Fp0(x) = 1− (1− x)m−1 for x ∈ [0, 1].
Thus
P (pD < p0) = 1− P (p0 ≤ pD) = 1−
∫ 1
0
P (p0 ≤ pD | pD = t)fpD(t)dt
= 1−
∫ 1
0
Fp0(t)fpD(t)dt = 1−
∫ 1
0
fpD(t)dt+
∫ 1
0
(1− t)m−1fpD(t)dt
= E
[
(1− pD)m−1
]
.
A.2 Selection of Lineups for each subject
Table A.1 shows the selection process of the lineups for the subjects, across the experimental
design parameters of experiment 1 (Section 2.5.1 of the manuscript), as required to obtain a
margin of error of 0.05. The lineups are divided into four groups – easy, medium, hard and
mixed – based on the parameter combinations shown in the table. The number of evaluations,
along with the number of lineups, and the number of lineups from each category that a single
subject would get, are shown in the table. Note that, every subject saw a block of 10 lineups,
selected across these groups, including at least 1 easy lineup, and possibly 2 if one was drawn
from the mixed group. These ideal sample sizes were generated using a goal of obtaining a
margin of error no bigger than 0.05. For example, a lineup with sample size = 100, standard
error = 5 and slope parameter = 3 requires 203 evaluations so that the proportion correct can
be estimated with margin of error of 0.05 following the procedures described in the manuscript.
A total of 300 subjects would provide a total of 3000 evaluations with this plan. Table A.2
shows the number of subjects actually participating in experiment 1 is 424 which is much higher
than 300, but the number after cleaning was 239.
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Table A.1 Ideal numbers for different experimental design parameters for exaperiment 1 (Sec-
tion 2.5.1 of manuscript) in order to obtain a margin of error of 0.05. These numbers
are used to choose a sample of 10 lineups for each subject.
Difficulty parameter combination Number of evaluations Total number Number of lineups
level n σ β required (nγ) of lineups randomly shown
easy 100 5 8 1 12 1
100 12 16 1
300 5 5 1
300 12 10 1
medium 100 5 3 203 9 2
300 5 2, 3 97, 1
hard 100 12 3, 8, 10 277, 126, 23 18 6
300 5 1 371
300 12 3, 5 375, 74
mixed 100 5 1, 5, 0 214, 2, 73 21 1
100 12 1 100
300 5 0 73
300 12 7, 1 2, 152
Total 60 10
A.3 Data Cleaning
Amazon Turk is a relatively new source of subjects for experiments. The workers (“turk-
ers”) are paid, minimal amounts for their efforts, on par with conventional human subject
experiments. Most turkers make an effort to complete tasks as requested, but some turkers
do not take the task seriously. Our procedure for ensuring that reliable data was available for
analysis was to provide one very easy lineup, one in which the observed data plot stands out as
being very different from the null plots. The subject was informed that an easy lineup would be
used to accept their evaluations. If that lineup is evaluated correctly, we include all (other)
lineups of that subject, otherwise we exclude all lineup evaluations by this participant. Table
A.2 displays number of subjects and their total evaluations before and after cleaning the data.
After cleaning the data, for experiment 1, we did not have 300 subjects that we planned for.
It was decided that more data was not needed, though, because the estimated margin of error
with the 239 subjects was close to 0.05. This can be seen from the bootstrap confidence band
in Figure 2.6 of the manuscript. With experiments 2 and 3 there was sufficient data even after
cleaning. Part of the success with the later experiments comes from the researchers developing
a reputation on Amazon for providing a good task and reliable payment, which means the
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Table A.2 Number of unique subjects and their total feedbacks before and after data cleaning.
Note that the number of male and female participants may not add up to the
number of subjects, due to some participants declining to provide demographic
information.
Data Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
cleaning Subj Male Fem Total Subj Male Fem Total Subj Male Fem Total
before 424 226 180 4516 386 199 182 4330 242 158 79 2565
after 239 121 107 2249 351 185 164 3636 155 103 52 1511
reliable turkers look specifically for these tasks.
A.4 How much do null plots affect the choice?
It is discussed in the Section 2.6.7 of the manuscript that p-values can be used to quantify
the similarity of the visual pattern in the plots used for the simulation experiments. Based on
this, we explore more details on how much the null plots affect the choice made by the subjects.
We have seen that the subjects tend to pick the plot in the lineup that has the lowest p-value
(Figure 2.10 in the mauscript). What we are also interested in is how this pick is affected by
the distribution of p-values of other plots in the lineup, particularly the p-value of the null plot
with the strongest structure. If there is a null plot with a small p-value, or one close to that
of the actual data plot, we would expect that subjects have a harder time detecting the actual
data plot. Figure A.1 investigates this. The difference between the p-value of the actual data is
compared with the lowest from the null plots. This is plotted horizontally, and the proportion
correct is plotted vertically. Negative values indicate lineups where the actual data plot had a
smaller p-value than the minimum of the null plots. In experiment 1 (boxplots) there were a lot
of lineups where the actual data plot had the smallest p-value, but only just. This caused quite
some confusion for subjects, as seen because the variability in the proportion correct is huge for
these lineups. Similarly large variability in correctness can be seen in the results of experiment
2 (scatterplots) except that the greater range of of differences in p-values shows the strength of
subject’s ability to pick the plot with most structure. Figure 2.10 in the manuscript shed some
more light on this story: when there is a big difference between the p-values (eg experiment
1, β > 7) the subjects as one force chose the same plot. When there is less difference the
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distribution of counts is much more evenly spread between plots (eg experiment 1, β = 1).
In practice, the p-value is not going to be a valid way to compare plots. Rather metrics
that can measure how graphical elements from one plot to another are perceived similarly
are needed. This is investigated in Roy Chowdhury (2012). Here, numerical measures of the
similarity between plots are proposed to provide quality metrics for lineups.
Experiment 1 Experiment 2
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Figure A.1 Scatter plot of difference between the data plot’s p-value and the smallest p-value
of the null plots vs proportion correct. Negative differences indicate the p-value of
the actual data plot are smaller than those of all of the null plots. Difference close
to zero shows a wide range in the proportion correct, suggesting that when at
least one null plot has structure almost as strong as the actual data plot, subjects
had a difficult time in making their choice.
A.5 Type III error
Figure 2.6 in the manuscript indicates that Type III error might be occurring in experiment
3: correct identification of the actual data plot is not positively associated with effect size.
Teasing this out of the results is possible by looking at the reasons participants gave for their
choices. Participants were provided with four possible reasons to use for their choice:
1. Most different plot
2. Visible trend
3. Clustering visible
4. Other
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with the possibility to use more than one. The task requested subjects to identify the plot that
had the largest slope, which would correspond to choosing “visible trend” (2) as the reason for
their choice. Reasons 1 or 3 would be indicative of Type III error. Figure A.2 explores the
reasons subjects gave for their choices. If there were no Type III errors committed, we would
expect that people overwhelmingly using “visible trend” as their reason, or at least, when they
use this reason they overwhelmingly correctly choose the actual data plot. This is not what
we see. At left, are the reasons subjects gave for their choices — 123 means that they gave
all three reasons. The horizontal axis shows proportion of times that subjects correctly chose
the actual data plot, and the reasons are sorted from most accurate to least accurate. The size
of the point corresponds to the number of subjects putting this as the reason. Subjects that
chose all three reasons almost always chose the actual data plot. This was followed by using 1
and 3, and then 1 and 4. The most common reasons given were reasons 1-3 individually, and
the accuracy for these reasons ranged from 75% for reason “most different plot” to 60% for
“visible trend”. At right is a simplified view, containing just the four possible reasons – if the
subject chose one of these, regardless if they also chose another reason it is counted. “Visible
trend” comes in third. This is strong evidence that for many subjects even though they are
correctly choosing the data plot, often they are cueing to other structure in the plot than the
trend, making a Type III error.
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Figure A.2 Reasons of plot choices vs proportion of times the subjects correctly chose the
actual data plot for experiment 3 that examines the occurrence of Type III error.
At left, all subjects’ choices are shown, and reason 123 means all three reasons
are used. At right, if the subject used a reason, regardless if they also used more
than this reason, they are counted. Size of the point corresponds to the number
of subjects using that reason.
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APPENDIX B. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS OF CHAPTER 3
B.1 How People Pick the Data Plot
In each of the experiments observers were asked to choose the reason for their selection of
a particular data plot. Majumder et al. (2013b) showed that these choice reasons may provide
the clue on how people picks the data plot in the lineup. To investigate this further we added
free text input option in experiment 9 for their choice reason instead of some fixed reasons to
select from. This allowed observers to write whatever they think their reasons for choice are.
Figure B.1 shows the words used to explain their reasons for choice. The most common words
used to explain their choice are points and green which indicates the use of two important
features of the grammar of graphics (Wilkinson, 1999; Wickham, 2009). One is the indicator
of geometric shape and the other is the aesthetics. Spread, steepest, line and apart are some
other important words used frequently. Spread and apart are indicative of variability in the
data. Steepest and line indicates some sort of systematic pattern in the data.
Figure B.1 Words used to explain the reasons for selection of data plot in a lineup show what
features of a lineup may help a non-statistician to evaluate it. Larger font indicate
more people choosing that word. Different color is used just to separate the words.
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Figure B.1 also shows some insight about peoples way of reading a plot. We notice that
variability in the data, geometric shapes and aesthetics used to generate plots and existence of
any systematic pattern in the plot are some of the important features revealed from the figure.
These features are commonly used by human brain to examine and compare plots. Notice
that these features may be specific to this particular experiment. There can be different other
features people may use to evaluate a lineup depending on the situation. But with these words
we get a general idea on how people may think while evaluating a lineup.
Turk workers are not necessarily trained on statistics or aware of specific terms used in
statistics or statistical plots let alone having knowledge about grammar of graphics. It is inter-
esting that people explain things that have specific definitions and meaning in the literature.
For example, some keywords like spread, apart should be analogous to larger variability while
together, close may be for indicating smaller variability. Thus the perception from a statistical
graphics is intuitive and human intelligence learn this even without having specific training.
This is why visual inference can be used as a tool for teaching inference in the basic statistics
classes.
B.2 Some Plots of Exploratory Data Analysis
This section includes some plots showing results from exploratory data analysis. The results
are discussed in Section 3.4.
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experiment_1 experiment_2
experiment_3 experiment_4
experiment_5 experiment_6
experiment_7 experiment_8
experiment_9 experiment_10
Figure B.2 World maps showing where the participants are coming from for all the 10 exper-
iments.
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Figure B.3 Number of participants by time of the day feedbacks received (central time). Ex-
periment 1 shows MTurk workers participated the experiments around the clock.
Other experiments did not take a whole day to finish. For experiment 3 most of
the participants are from India because of timing. No matter when the experiment
is started, subjects from India shows participations. For United States, subjects
participated if the experiment is not in the mid night, except for experiment 6.
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Figure B.4 Countrywise distribution of age and academic levels of the MTurk workers partic-
ipating the experiments shows the diversity of the subjects in all the demographic
aspect. Almost equal number of male and female subjects participated the online
experiments.
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Figure B.5 Countrywise distribution of age and academic levels of the MTurk workers partic-
ipating the experiments shows the diversity of the subjects in all the demographic
aspect. Male and female participants differ in India specially for agelevel 18-25.
For United States number of participants are similar beyond age 40 while few
number of participants coming from India beyond that age.
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Figure B.6 Countrywise average time taken for different age and academic levels of the MTurk
workers participating the experiments shows that the demographic factors may not
have effect on time taken.
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Figure B.7 Countrywise percentage of correct responses for different age and academic levels
of the MTurk workers participating the experiments shows that the demographic
factors may not have effect on the percentage of correct responses.
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B.3 Electoral Building Lineups and Results
Five lineups were shown to (different) Amazon Turk workers in an experiment. They all
were created as described in the introduction of the paper. In order to not bias observers,
no context information was given about how these plots were created or what data they were
displaying. This also made it necessary to slightly more stylize the display.
lineup #1 #2 #3 #4 #5
# correct/ #evaluation 12/72 11/66 5/74 14/72 19/57
p-value 0.00023 0.00041 0.31 1.2e-05 1.9e-11
data panel 3 · 4 + 1 24 + 1 42 + 2 12 +√25 23 − 7
Table B.1 Overview of all choices by observers for each of the lineups. The correct choice is
bolded. In most lineups there are null plots that were picked more often by ob-
servers, but the actual result is among the plots being picked most often, indicating
that there is some indication that the election result is not completely consistent
with the polls.
panel chosen
Lineup 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
# 1 2 2 0 10 2 2 6 23 1 1 0 1 12 3 3 1 0 1 1 1
# 2 0 16 1 1 5 1 0 8 0 2 0 0 0 4 2 1 11 1 0 13
# 3 7 26 0 2 0 5 3 0 2 1 0 4 0 0 2 0 9 5 0 6
# 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 1 10 2 18 1 0 4 2 14 0 13 0
# 5 19 1 4 1 0 1 0 12 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 12 1 1 0 0
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